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Chapter 1 

Introduction  

 

1.1 Introduction 

With the significant worldwide increase of mineral resource consumption, in the future the 

terrestrial mining would not be able to supply enough mineral resources to fulfill the demand 

(McLellan et al., 2016). In 1965, the concept of deep sea mining (DSM) was proposed by Jorn 

L Mero’s book The Mineral Resources of the Sea, which depicts a large amount of deposits of 

many kinds of expensive and rare mineral resources in the ocean. Since then, DSM is 

considered as one of the most promising and viable ways to solve the world mineral resource 

shortage (Chung and Tsurusaki, 1994; Chung, 1985).    

 

Figure 1.1: A typical DSM system with a ship-pipe-miner system (Ma et al., 2017a). 

The DSM activity could be defined as a mineral retrieval process, which takes place majorly 

in the ocean and transports different kinds of minerals from the seafloor to the ocean surface 

(Chung and Tsurusaki, 1994; Chung, 1985). A typical DSM system, which is described as a 

ship-pipe-miner system, is shown in Figure 1.1 (Ma et al., 2017a). The integrated ship-pipe-
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miner system consists of several mining vehicles working on the seafloor, a vertical lifting 

pipe system, and a production support vessel (PSV) working on the ocean surface for the 

preliminary mineral processing and temporary mineral storage.      

The working areas of DSM are often located at the active places on the seafloor, such as the 

hydrothermal vents with a large specie biomass and biodiversity (Reed et al., 2015). In 

addition, the DSM depth often depends on the mining mineral locations. Figure 1.2 depicts 

the location depth of different kinds of mineral resources in the ocean (Ma et al., 2017b). 

Considering the mineral resource locating depth range in Figure 1.2, the mining depth 

researched in this thesis is set ranging roughly from 800 m to 6000 m.   

 

Figure 1.2: Minerals locating depth (Ma et al., 2017b). 

Although the DSM industry could be easily influenced by the worldwide mineral market 

(Hoagland et al., 2010), which means the research and development (R&D) of DSM could be 

suppressed by the low mineral prices, its R&D process has not been interrupted completely. 

Especially, with the significant decrease of mineral resource storage on-land, more and more 

countries and international mining companies put more efforts and investments on the DSM 

research (ISA, 2018a).      

However, since the start-up of DSM research, there is no commercial scale DSM project 

before and in progress. At present, the application of marine seabed mining is only limited in 

the coastal area because of the high initial investment and complex technical issues (Sweeney 

et al., 1974). The major barrier of the DSM industrialization is to judge the sustainability of a 

DSM transport plan (Birney et al., 2006; Copley et al., 2007). With the severity increase of 

mineral resources exhaustion (Hoagland et al., 2010; Sweeney et al., 1974; Birney et al., 

2006; Copley et al., 2007), the design of an assessment system for judging the sustainability 

of a DSM transport plan seems to be necessary for the future development.  
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To design an assessment system for sustainable DSM transport plans, the influencing aspects 

of technological feasibility, economic profitability, and environmental impacts should be 

taken into consideration (Sharma, 2011).  

From a technological perspective, in the DSM industry, Schulte (2013) analysed two typical 

lifting technologies by numerical calculations: (i) continuous line bucket lifting – mechanical 

lifting and (ii) hydraulic lifting with centrifugal pumps or air pumps. Different lifting 

technologies have their special features which could be applied in different DSM working 

conditions. The technological performances typically are evaluated by comparing the energy 

consumption, mineral production rate and geometry dimension of DSM facilities (Kice, 1986; 

Chung, 1996).    

Except for the existing technological issues, the economic profitability of DSM project is 

another major consideration hindering its commercialization (Sharma, 2011). The challenges 

of economic profitability in DSM industry are of a high initial capital expenditure to purchase 

the PSV, seafloor mining vehicles, mineral transport vessels, and the mineral processing 

plants, and an expensive operation expenditure on the DSM activities, e.g., human resources 

fee, energy consumption cost and equipment maintenance fee (Birney et al., 2006; Kice, 

1986).        

The DSM industry is also a huge challenge for the environment (Ramirez-Llodra et al., 2011). 

The coming of the DSM era represents not only a leap development opportunity to the world 

economy, but also an urgent environment challenge which might lead to significant influences 

on the deep ocean water system, seafloor habitat, and species communities (Weaver et al., 

2018).       

As an emerging industry, there are many problems existing in its industrialization process. In 

this thesis, we only focus on the sustainability problem of DSM transport plans of manganese 

nodules mining projects. To the best of our knowledge, the major research gap for DSM 

activities is no prior research considering the technological feasibility, economic profitability, 

and environmental impacts all together when addressing its sustainability assessment 

problem.   

1.2   Research aims and research questions 

The thesis aim is to design an assessment system to evaluate the sustainability of DSM 

transport plans. The main question is formulated as follows: 

      How to evaluate the sustainability of DSM transport plans?        

In order to answer the main question above, five key research questions are proposed as 

follows: 

(1) Which factors influence the sustainability of DSM transport plan? 

(2) How to select the proper transport technology for different DSM working depths?  

(3) How to select a method to calculate the economic profitability of a DSM transport plan? 

(4) How to develop a systematic calculation method for the DSM environmental impacts? 
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(5) How to evaluate and determine a sustainable DSM transport plan utilizing multi-criteria 

decision making method?    

1.3   Methodologies  

To address our major research questions, we start with literature review to understand the 

latest research status in depth and figure out the research gaps in DSM sustainability 

determination and assessment.  Based on the literature review, there are individual researches 

on DSM technologies and related environmental impacts. However there is no systematic 

research integrating the DSM technological, economic, environmental impacts aspects 

together. During our research, the experimental data published in the literature are utilized to 

validate our numerical calculation results. In order to compare the technological feasibility of 

DSM transport plans, continuous line bucket lifting and hydraulic lifting system are compared 

and analysed focusing on the energy consumption lifting per tonnage mineral for specific 

cases. For the DSM economic research, a numerical calculation model is proposed focusing 

on the parameter of project capital expenditure, operation and maintenance expenditure, and 

profitability lifting per tonnage mineral. As to the DSM environmental impacts research, a 

systematic framework covering the sediment plume, tailings disposal, and species 

disturbances is proposed. Following the research framework, various kinds of DSM 

environmental impacts are calculated taking into consideration the interconnections. Finally, 

after analysing these influencing aspects, a suitable multi-criteria decision making (MCDM) 

method is selected to assess and determine the sustainability of DSM transport plans.    

1.4   Outline of thesis 

The structure of the thesis is presented as Figure 1.3.  

Chapter 2 describes the basic knowledge and the influencing aspects of sustainable DSM 

transport plans.  

Chapter 3 analyses the technological performances of two typical DSM lifting systems, i.e., 

continuous line bucket lifting and hydraulic lifting systems focusing on the energy 

consumption, lifting efficiency, and transport performance to identify the most suitable 

transport technology for different DSM working depths.   

Chapter 4 analyses the modelling method of the economic profitability of a DSM transport 

plan, which takes the profitability lifting per tonnage minerals into consideration. 

In Chapter 5, a systematic modelling framework of DSM environmental impact is proposed 

and analysed, which considers tailings disposal, sediment plume, and species disturbances. 

Chapter 6 applies a MCDM method into the assessment system to determine a sustainable 

DSM transport plan taking into consideration the technological feasibility, economic 

profitability, and environmental impacts simultaneously.        

Chapter 7 gives conclusions and recommendations.      
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Figure 1.3: Thesis outline. 
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Chapter 2 

Sustainability Review of Deep Sea Mining Transport 

Plans * 

 

2.1. Introduction  

With the increased consumption and gradual depletion of terrestrial mineral resources, deep 

sea mining (DSM) is attracting more and more attention from researchers addressing the 

world resource shortage problem (Hoagland et al., 2010). According to Jorn Mero (1965), the 

seabed has abundant storages of different kinds of expensive and rare mineral resources, 

which could supply the running of world economy for hundreds or even up to thousands of 

years. Despite the potential  environmental impacts of DSM activities, its research and 

development (R&D) seems to be imperative (ISA, 2018a). A picture describing the broad 

distributions of mineral resources on the seabed around the world is shown in Figure 2.1 

(Miller et al., 2018).  

 

Figure 2.1: The three main marine minerals distribution around the world (Miller et al., 2018; 

Hein et al., 2013). 
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To most of DSM stakeholders, there is a consensus that has been recognized – if DSM 

companies would like to implement the industrial scale mining activities, its sustainability 

should be researched and must be analysed thoroughly (Sharma, 2011). The sustainability 

research of DSM transport plans is a complex and cross-disciplinary research topic, which is 

majorly related to several interconnected aspects including the technological feasibility, 

economic profitability and environmental impacts (Sharma, 2011).  

A DSM project is schematically illustrated in figure 2.2. It describes the DSM environmental 

impacts including the sediment plume, direct habitat destroying, temperature increase and 

species disturbances. Taking sediment plumes as an example, it occurs in many different 

conditions, such as river estuaries (Wilber and Clarke, 2001; Shi, 2010) and benthic trawling 

fishery activities (O’Neill et al., 2013; Bradshaw et al., 2012). However, deep ocean, 

characterized by high pressure, cold temperature, e.g.,  roughly 4℃, absence of light, 

abundant nutrients, good water quality, e.g., free of pathogen and stable and low productivity, 

is a completely different environment with these above mentioned conditions, which seems to 

be more complex and vulnerable (Nakasone and Akeda, 1999). Therefore, for deep ocean 

sediment plume simulations, researchers could refer to the existing simulation and calculation 

methods and theories working in estuaries and fishery activities, but most importantly they 

also need to take into consideration the deep ocean special conditions, e.g., current condition 

and ecological vulnerability (Jankowski et al., 1996).   

 

Figure 2.2: The schematic diagram of a DSM project (Oebius et al., 2001).  

Technological feasibility and economic profitability are two other important aspects 

influencing the sustainability of DSM transport plans (Chung, 2003; Sharma, 2011; Chung 
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and Tsurusaki, 1994). For DSM activities, there are two typical kinds of technologies for 

mineral vertical transportation: continuous line bucket lifting (CLB) and hydraulic pipe lifting 

with centrifugal pumps and air pumps (Schulte, 2013). Different lifting technological systems 

would have different lifting efficiency, working reliability and technology maturity. The 

initial capital cost, operation and maintenance cost, and project investment recovery period 

could also have huge differences (Nyhart et al., 1978). Besides the vertical lifting 

technologies, Nautilus Minerals, a Canadian DSM company, developed and manufactured a 

series of seafloor working vehicles, e.g., auxiliary cutter (AC), bulk cutter (BC), and minerals 

collecting machine (CM), for DSM activities. Since 2017, Nautilus Minerals has also been 

busy with manufacturing the world first production support vessel (PSV) cooperating with 

Mawei Shipbuilding Ltd. in China (NAUTILUS Minerals, 2018a). 

The above mentioned aspects, technological feasibility, economic profitability and 

environmental impact, are not independent, but interconnected with each other (Sharma, 

2011). There exists a series of individual simulation and calculation methods for each of these 

influencing aspects. However, until now, there is no prior research taking into consideration 

the interconnections between them. The objective of this chapter is to analyse and discuss the 

factors influencing the achievement of DSM sustainable transport plans. The DSM transport 

plan is defined as the mineral transportation working plan, which includes the parameters of 

the capital cost, operation and maintenance cost, investment recovery period, mineral 

characteristics, working period, mineral production rate, generate sediment plume and species 

disturbances. This chapter is arranged as follows: the existing technological, economic and 

environmental impact researches are summarized and discussed in section 2. Section 3 

analyses the existing researches and endeavours related to the sustainability of DSM transport 

plans and proposes the research gaps and implementing challenges to achieve a sustainable 

DSM transport plan. Then in section four, conclusions are given. 

2.2. DSM technological, economic and environmental 

impact considerations 

2.2.1. DSM technological research on vertical transport 

The commercial coastal diamond and sand mining activities have been implemented for more 

than decades under a water depth smaller than 100 m (Pulfrich et al., 2003). The distribution 

depths of various kinds of deep ocean minerals could be up to 3000 – 6000 m (Ramirez-

Llodra et al., 2011). The large operation water depth in DSM activities poses great challenges 

to the mining technology, minerals vertical lifting technology and tailings processing 

technology (Chung, 2003). The technology composition of a DSM project is complex and 

covers numerous aspects: seafloor mining technology including sediment cutting, minerals 

collecting, mineral separation, vertical lifting technology including hydraulic lifting and 

continuous line bucket lifting (see figure 2.3), but also mineral processing technology 

including the mineral grinding, separation and tailings disposal technologies. In this thesis, we 

focus on the vertical lifting technologies because of its technical challenges and large energy 
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consumption in DSM projects (Deepak et al., 2001; Chung and Tsurusaki, 1994; Masuda et 

al., 1971). 

 

Figure 2.3: Two kinds of vertical lifting technologies in DSM activities. (a) continuous line 

bucket DSM system; (b) pipe lifting system with centrifugal pumps (Nishi, 2012).  

Continuous line bucket lifting, as a kind of mechanical structure, was selected as the major by 

Japan Resources Association for DSM activity marine research taking into consideration its 

structure simplicity (Masuda et al., 1971; Masuda and Cruickshank, 1997). Research on 

continuous line bucket lifting was carried out mostly at the end of last century. With the rise 

of manufacturing technology and pumping technology, research on the hydraulic lifting 

system emerged at the beginning of the 21
st
 century (Fan et al., 2013; Nam-Cheol et al., 2009; 

Xia et al., 1997; Hanafizadeh et al., 2011; Zou, 2007; Kassab et al., 2007; Yoon et al., 2000; 

Dare and Oturuhoyi, 2007; Vercruijsse et al., 2011; Gandhi et al., 2002; Vlasák et al., 2014; 

Leach et al., 2012). Additionally, many research on continuous line bucket lifting system and 

hydraulic lifting system are combined with small scale lab experiments (Vlasak and Chara, 

2011; Nam-Cheol et al., 2009; Masuda, 1987; Xia et al., 1997; Hanafizadeh et al., 2011; Zou, 

2007; Kassab et al., 2007; Yoon et al., 2000; Dare and Oturuhoyi, 2007; Gandhi et al., 2002; 

Vlasák et al., 2014) and in-situ tests (Fan et al., 2013; Masuda and Cruickshank, 1994; 

Masuda et al., 1971). As Leach et al. (2012) stated, ‘Each technology has advantages and 

disadvantages but none can be considered to be technically unfeasible’, the importance is 

‘How to select a proper technology for a given DSM project’. 

2.2.2. DSM environmental impact researches 

Due to the sharp decline of terrestrial mineral resources, many researchers believe that DSM 

industry would be a practical and feasible option to support the running of world economy. 

While, due to the vulnerability and unknownness of the deep ocean environment, researchers 

are also very worried about the caused environmental consequences (Ramirez-Llodra et al., 

2015; Sharma, 2011; Oebius et al., 2001; Ramirez-Llodra et al., 2011; Glover and Smith, 

2003; Fallon et al., 2002; Elberling et al., 2003). 

Based on a systematic literature review, DSM environmental impacts are considered in many 

subjects covering:(i) tailings disposal (Ramirez-Llodra et al., 2015; Elberling et al., 2003; 

Edinger et al., 2007; McKinnon, 2002), (ii) sediment plume (Sharma et al., 2001; Jankowski 
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et al., 1996; Kineke et al., 2000; Thiel and Tiefsee-Umweltschutz, 2001), (iii) species 

disturbances (Glover and Smith, 2003; Sharma et al., 2001; Kineke et al., 2000; Van Dover, 

2014; Van Dover et al., 2017; Thiel and Tiefsee-Umweltschutz, 2001; Schriever et al., 1997; 

Ingole et al., 2001; Borowski and Thiel, 1998; Miljutin et al., 2011), (iv) ecological 

restorations (Thiel, 1992; Miljutin et al., 2011; Van Dover et al., 2014), (v) heavy metal 

pollution (Elberling et al., 2003). In addition, most of these DSM environmental impact 

researches follow the research procedure of environment disturbing – monitoring – analysing 

(Fallon et al., 2002; Elberling et al., 2003; Edinger et al., 2007; Sharma et al., 2001; Kineke et 

al., 2000; Thiel and Tiefsee-Umweltschutz, 2001; Schriever et al., 1997; Ingole et al., 2001; 

Borowski and Thiel, 1998; Miljutin et al., 2011). Based on a workshop report by Collins et al. 

(2013), the DSM environmental impact assessment is a complex interdisciplinary topic, which 

should be established by all stakeholders of DSM activity in academic, commercial, 

governmental and non-governmental fields.  

Although the news of commercial scale DSM implementation in Papua New Guinea (PNG) 

was announced by Nautilus minerals company, the R&D on DSM environmental impacts is 

still incomplete and uncomprehensive (Van Dover, 2014; Van Dover et al., 2017; Van Dover, 

2011; Van Dover et al., 2014). Especially the marine species responses to sediment plume, the 

restoration of marine ecology after DSM activities, and the establishment of DSM 

environmental impact standard, there are remaining many research blanks requiring more 

efforts on them (Van Dover et al., 2017; Thiel, 1992; Miljutin et al., 2011; Van Dover et al., 

2014; Whitney, 1977; Vrijenhoek, 2010). Most of previous studies focus on specific 

environmental impacts, while neglecting the interconnections between different aspects 

(Gideiri, 1984; Jankowski et al., 1996; Nakata et al., 1999; Oebius et al., 2001; Van Dover, 

2011; Hoagland et al., 2010). For instance, sediment plume could be caused by the cutting and 

collecting activities, submarine tailings disposal and sediment leakage on the transport 

process, which might also present a threat to the marine species (Wilber and Clarke, 2001; 

Rodrigues et al., 2001; Trueblood and Ozturgut, 1997; Raghukumar et al., 2001; Turner and 

Millward, 2002; Lander et al., 2013).  

2.2.3. DSM economic research      

Compared to the technological and environmental impact researches, there are relatively less 

papers focusing on DSM economic profitability (Sharma, 2011; Mero, 1977; Nyhart et al., 

1978; Hoagland, 1993). In 1977, Jorn Mero described, the manganese nodules average 

concentration should be in range of 5 - 20 kg/m
2
 for an economic DSM feasible area. He 

described the composition of high grade sampled manganese nodule at North Pacific, which is 

critical to the price of gross minerals. These high grade manganese nodules are composed by 

35% Mn, 2.3% Cu, 1.9% Ni, and 0.2% Co. He also summarized the important factors for a 

promising and profitable DSM project including nodule composition, nodule distribution 

density and size, continuity of the deposits, seafloor topography and the character of the 

associated sediment.  

Nyhart et al. (1978) categorized the expenditures of DSM commercialization into ‘research 

and development’, ‘prospecting and exploration’, ‘capital’, and ‘operation expenses’. Until 
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now, most of the researches still stay at the first two categories, and there is no substantial 

research involved in the capital expenditure. The capital expenditure, and operation and 

maintenance expenditure, could be further divided into three parts: mining, transport and 

processing. Taking an example of processing capital expenditure, it consists of cost on the 

equipment, utilities, plant sites and buildings. The operation and maintenance expenditure of a 

system generally covers the energy, labour, materials, fixed charges and miscellaneous items. 

As Nyhart et al. (1978) explained, the DSM economic analysis is closely related to time 

factor, economic factor, technological factor, policy factor, investment return factor and 

financial factor, see figure 2.4.      

 

Figure 2.4: DSM economic analysis components adopted from Nyhart et al. (1978). 

Hoagland (1993) analysed the DSM economic conditions focusing on the price trend of 

manganese nodules in both long-term and short-term perspectives. Based on the linear and 

quadratic price trend prediction, Hoagland (1993) presented a cost-benefit analysis, which 

indicates that ‘the most optimistic expected data of commercialization resulting from these 

predictions is well into the 21
st
 century’. Based on the data from International Seabed 

Authority (ISA) and published papers, Sharma (2011) presented a basic estimation of DSM 

economic conditions. It supplies the ranges of gross income, production rate and generated 

tailings of a normal DSM project for the future research (Sharma, 2011). All in all, it is 

noticeable that researchers established the basic theoretical descriptions and estimation 

methods for DSM economic considerations (Sharma, 2011; Mero, 1977; Nyhart et al., 1978; 

Hoagland, 1993). Although researchers have noticed the importance of relationship between 

DSM economic analysis and other related aspects, e.g., technological factors, the related 

studies are limited at a very early stage.     

2.3. Sustainability of DSM transport plans 

2.3.1. Definition of a sustainable DSM transport plan 

The definition and requirement of ‘sustainability’ could be different at different application 

fields (Brown et al., 1987). A selection of ‘sustainability’ definitions is as follows.  
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 Oxford English Dictionary explains the ‘sustainable’ as ‘capable of being upheld; 

maintainable’ (Brown et al., 1987); 

 Ecosystem (biological) sustainability given by Tivy and O’Hare (1982) is given as 

‘management of a resource for maximum continuing production, consistent with the 

maintenance of a constantly renewable stock’.   

 Another kind of biological sustainability is summarized by Gatto (1995) as 

‘sustainable yield of resources that derive from the exploitation of populations and 

ecosystems’. 

 Gatto (1995) also summarized the economic sustainability as ‘sustained economic 

development, without compromising the existing resources for future generations’.  

 Energy use sustainability is given as resources consumption not faster than they are 

created focusing on the ‘exceeding carrying capacity’ by Gever et al. (1986). 

 Social sustainability is given as ‘an enduring one, self-reliant and less vulnerable to 

external forces’ (Brown, 1982).  

 Environmental sustainability is generally regarded as the important subset of 

ecological sustainability given as ‘a condition of balance, resilience, and 

interconnectedness that allows human society to satisfy its needs while neither 

exceeding the capacity of its supporting ecosystems to continue to regenerate the 

services necessary to meet those needs nor by our actions diminishing biological 

diversity’ by Morelli (2011). 

The sustainability applied in this thesis on DSM transport plans is a comprehensive concept 

connecting the ‘environmental sustainability’, ‘economic sustainability’, ‘biological 

sustainability’, ‘energy use sustainability’, which would analyse its environmental and social 

impacts, economic profitability, production rate, working efficiency and social impacts. The 

sustainability research of DSM transport plan is to assess different DSM designs taking into 

consideration the technological, economic, environmental and social aspects simultaneously 

and find a compromise balance or an optimal balance between all influencing aspects.    

2.3.2. Research gap in sustainability of DSM transport plan   

Although there are many researches related to DSM, there are very few studies focusing on 

the sustainability of DSM transport plans (Sharma, 2011; Giurco and Cooper, 2012; 

Abramowski and Stoyanova, 2012; McLellan et al., 2013; Lambert, 2001; Wiltshire, 2017). 

Lambert (2001) claimed the sustainability of mineral mining industry is a completely strategic 

issue and tried to explain this problem through conceptual thinking, sustainable development 

trend analysis, influencing factors comparison, e.g., economic consideration and tailings 

disposal. Van Bloois and Frumau (2009) also noted the important role of economic, social and 

environmental impacts on the sustainable DSM transport plan determination. Sharma (2011) 

proposed a basic case analysis trying to explain the sustainability problem of DSM transport 

plans and mentioned the important roles of economic, technical, technological and 

environmental considerations in DSM sustainable development. However, his research does 

not address the issues involved in DSM sustainable development in depth, and neither 

connects the exact utilized technology with the economic analysis and the following 
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environmental impacts. Giurco and Cooper (2012) proposed a theoretical framework - 

Mineral Resources Landscape as an expanded conceptualisation of mining industry 

sustainability emphasizing the importance of social, ecological, technological, economic and 

governance considerations. Abramowski and Stoyanova (2012) focused on the environmental 

sustainability of deep ocean polymetallic nodules mining activity explaining the maintenance 

of the deep ocean ecosystem and the natural resource base theoretically. McLellan et al. 

(2013) reviewed the sustainability of rare earth (RE) element mining industry in terms of 

technological, environmental, social and economic aspects. McLellan et al. (2013) also 

claimed ‘there is no prior research that has addressed the wide sustainability impacts of RE 

across these multiple areas’. Wiltshire (2017) explained the sustainable development as ‘a 

goal that can be achieved in the handling of processing tailings of deep-sea manganese 

nodules and crusts’. 

Analysing these aforementioned literature focusing on DSM sustainable development, almost 

all these researches stay at the level of theoretical explaining, conceptualisation making and 

framework establishment. Even until now, there is no research addressing the sustainability of 

DSM transport plan across the areas of technological, environmental and economic 

considerations.      

2.3.3. Challenges in the research of sustainability of DSM 

transport plan  

When addressing the sustainability problem of DSM transport plan, there would be several 

foreseeable challenges in its realization process.     

 Multi-criteria decision making application 

To determine a sustainable DSM transport plan, the traditional cost-benefit method is not 

qualified because there are more (>3) interconnected and independent evaluating criteria 

(Majumder, 2015). Referring to the existing literature in similar research fields, it presents 

that multi-criteria decision method (MCDM) might be a good option to address this problem. 

Although MCDM method has not been applied in DSM activity before, it has been applied in 

many the other similar industrial fields addressing the project sustainability (Pohekar and 

Ramachandran, 2004; McDowall and Eames, 2007; Afgan and Carvalho, 2008; Jovanović et 

al., 2009). For instance, Pohekar and Ramachandran (2004) analysed the MCDM application 

in sustainable energy planning through a systematic literature review. McDowall and Eames 

(2007) analysed the sustainable hydrogen economy, a kind of energy utilization system, with 

MCDM method. Afgan and Carvalho (2008) carried out a sustainability assessment of a 

hybrid energy system. Jovanović et al. (2009) focused on the energy system sustainable 

development in Belgrade utilizing MCDM method. Then another important research question 

is raised here ‘How to apply multi-criteria decision making method addressing the 

sustainability of DSM transport plans?’ As there are so many different kinds of MCDM 

methods, selecting which method to apply depends on the specific working conditions, such 

as the given data, expected data, application assumptions and scenarios.     
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 Realizing the numerical calculations of different influencing aspects of the sustainable 

DSM transport plans 

For these major DSM sustainable influencing aspects, e.g., environmental impacts and 

technological considerations, there are series of individual analytical and simulation models 

for them respectively. For instance, the numerical calculation models of sediment plume, 

which is one of the most important parameters in DSM environmental impact consideration, 

consist of large scale model (Zielke et al., 1995), mesoscale regional model (Jankowski et al., 

1996), and near-field model (Decrop et al., 2015). It is critical to select a proper numerical 

calculation model for our research, because these mentioned various simulation models have 

their special focuses, boundary conditions and fluid conditions (Decrop et al., 2015; Zielke et 

al., 1995; Jankowski et al., 1996). 

 Including all stakeholders of DSM activities from academia, industry, technical 

consultants, project investors and environmentalists       

When referring to other industrial and manufacturing sustainability, many researchers would 

like to address such kinds of issues from a global and strategic perspective, which means all 

related departments, systems and stakeholders, as more comprehensive as possible, would 

coordinate experts from varying backgrounds together (Jovanović et al., 2009; Pilavachi et al., 

2009; Portney, 2013). In DSM sustainability research, a lot of researchers have also noticed 

the importance of cooperation and coordination between all stakeholders (Sharma, 2011; 

Collins et al., 2013). However, there is no manifest achievement of the cooperation between 

all DSM stakeholders. One reason might be research progresses of different DSM influencing 

aspects are not synchronized and the attentions of society are majorly focused on the most 

intuitive and obvious aspects, e.g., DSM environmental impacts.    

2.4. Conclusions 

Through a systematic literature review, the current R&D status on DSM technological, 

environmental and economic aspects have been analysed and discussed. Based on the related 

information collection, comparison and discussion on the sustainability of DSM transport 

plans, it is noticeable that almost all research stays at the level of theoretical explaining, 

conceptualisation making and framework establishment. Until now, there is no research 

addressing the sustainability problem of DSM transport plan across these multiple areas of 

technological, environmental and economic considerations. In addition, several foreseeable 

challenges in the research of sustainability of DSM transport plans, e.g., MCDM method 

application and cooperation between experts from varying backgrounds, are also introduced 

and explained for guiding the future research.  
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*This chapter is based on Ma et al. (2017a). 
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Chapter 3 

Technological Feasibility Analysis of DSM Vertical 

Lifting Systems* 

 

Based on the literature review results in chapter 2, the influencing aspects of the sustainable 

DSM transport plans consist of the technological feasibility, economic profitability, and 

environmental impacts.. This chapter focuses on the technological performance calculations 

of two typical DSM lifting systems: continuous line bucket lifting (CLB) and pipe hydraulic 

lifting (PLS) systems. In this chapter, section 3.1 gives an introduction of these two lifting 

systems. Section 3.2 presents the numerical analysis of CLB and PLS working principles. In 

section 3.3, the technological performances of CLB and PLS systems are analysed and 

discussed. Finally, the conclusions are presented in section 3.4.   

 

3.1. Introduction 

In the deep sea mining (DSM) industry, two typical lifting technologies are most widely 

focused and developed: the continuous line bucket lifting system (CLB) equipped with the 

towing buckets and the hydraulic pipe lifting system (PLS) equipped with self-maneuverable 

mining vehicles including the auxiliary cut vehicle (AC), bulk cut vehicle (BC) and mineral 

collecting vehicle (CM) (Amos and Roels, 1977). The PLS technology in DSM activity 

majorly consists of the pneumatic lifting and the centrifugal pump lifting systems. The 

hydraulic lifting method is utilized normally in DSM industry due to its simple working 

principle and high degree of mechanization. Compared to the centrifugal pump lifting system, 

the pneumatic lifting consumes much more energy and needs a relatively larger pipe diameter 

(Kice, 1986). Besides, the minerals mixture flow moved by pneumatic lifting method has a 

great influence on the movement of the vertical pipeline system (Chung, 1996). Therefore, the 

PLS lifting method analysed in this paper focuses on the centrifugal pump lifting method.   

The CLB lifting method employs a line attached with the specifically designed buckets to lift 

the minerals from the seabed to the production support vessel (PSV) (Eckert, 1974). The CLB 

lifting system used to sweep the seabed, as a farmer plowing process, to collect the minerals 

(Morgan et al., 1999). Although the simple CLB mining systems has a theoretical high 

transport efficiency of approximately 87% (Glasby, 2002), the realistic mining efficiency is 
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limited by several technical issues, such as the mineral collecting process and the buckets 

movement operation under the water. So the CLB system utilized recently is an innovated 

version of the original one. A controller coordinating the movement of the mineral collecting 

vehicle and the bucket system is added into the CLB system design to improve the collecting 

efficiency of the minerals at the seafloor in Figure 3.1.     

In the hydraulic lifting process research, researchers emphasize on the lifting pipe dimensions, 

the properties of the mineral particles (regular or irregular, shape, volumetric concentration of 

the mineral solid). The schematic diagram of the PLS lifting system utilizing the centrifugal 

pump lifting is shown in Figure 3.2. For the DSM industry, in addition to an evaluation of the 

lifting principle of the CLB and the PLS lifting methods, its economic analysis is also quite 

necessary (Kotlinski et al., 2008). Although the DSM industry is influenced by the 

international mineral resources market, its research and development in so many countries 

shows an overall upward trend (Bath, 1989). So is it necessary to establish an explicit 

comparison system for the normal utilized DSM lifting methods.  

 

Figure 3.1: A new innovated CLB system. 

 

Figure 3.2: The schematic diagram of the deep sea mining PLS system. 
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This chapter compares the CLB and PLS lifting systems considering the lifting efficiency and 

the energy consumption. The objective of this chapter is to select the appropriate lifting 

method for DSM projects depending on its different focus on the technology. The researchers 

and the engineers can then refer to the comparison results to implement their experiments or 

the in-situ field tests. The chapter is arranged as follows. The second section is the numerical 

analysis of CLB and PLS working principles. In the third section, the technological 

performances of CLB and PLS systems are analysed and discussed. Finally, in section four, 

conclusions of the conducted research are given.   

3.2. Numerical analysis of CLB and PLS working 

principles 

3.2.1. Numerical modelling of CLB system 

The CLB system considered in this chapter is shown in Fig. 1. The working process can be 

divided into ascending process and descending process. The upper side of the buckets line 

links with the winch. The bottom side of the buckets line links with a fixed pulley (Schulte, 

2013). The following assumptions of the CLB modelling are made (Schulte, 2013): 

 The buckets line is continuous; 

 There is no mineral leakage in the lifting process (buckets with cover); 

 The transient velocities on the line are the same;  

The CLB forces relationship of the ascending process and the descending process is described 

as follows (Schulte, 2013). 

r _ a wi b _ a g _ a d _ a

r _ d g _ d b _ d d _ d

ascending process : F F F F F

descending process : F F F F

   


  

                           (3.1) 

where 
wiF  is the winch force, [N]; 

rF  is the resultant force, [N]; 
bF  is the buoyancy force, 

[N]; 
gF  is the gravitational force, [N]; 

dF  is the drag force, [N]; Subscript a  represents the 

ascending process; Subscript d  represents the descending process.  

The gravity of the CLB system can be calculated with Eq. 3.2. 

 2 3

2

g _ a f b b s wr _ c

g _ d f b b wr _ c

ascending process : F n n l t l g n H m

descending process : F n n l t g n H m

  



            



        

      (3.2) 

where fn  is the number of faces of the buckets, which is set to be 5; n  is the buckets number 

in each side under the water; l  is the side length of the cubic bucket, [m]; 
wrn  is the number of 

cables, which is set to be 3; 
bt  is the thickness of the bucket wall, [m];   is the bucket filling 

ratio, [-]; _ cm  is the mass of the cable, which is set to be 14.7 kg/m length; 
b , 

s  are the 
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density of the bucket and the mineral respectively, which are set to be 7650 kg/m3 and 3750 

kg/m3; H  is the mining depth, [m].  

The buoyancy forces can be calculated with Eq. 3.3. 

 2 3 2

2 2

b _ a l f b wr l c

b _ d f b l wr l c

ascending process : F n n l t l g n r H g

descending process : F n n l t g n r H g

   

  

              



           

     (3.3) 

where 
cr  is the radius of the cable, [m]; 

l  is the liquid density, [kg/m
3
].  

The drag forces can be calculated with Eq. 3.4.  

2 2 2 21 1
4

2 2
d _ a d _ d d _ v l c d _ h l cF F C l v C l v                                    (3.4) 

where 
d _ vC  is the drag coefficient for the plate perpendicular to the flow, [-]; 

d _ hC
 
is the drag 

coefficient for the plate parallel to the flow, [-]; 
cv  is the CLB moving velocity, [m/s]. The 

negative sign represents that the vector parameters of 
d _ aF , 

d _ dF  have the opposite directions.       

The CLB system can also be analysed through an overall force analysis method. To the total 

CLB system, the gravity force and the buoyancy force belong to the system internal forces. 

The winch force, the drag force belong to the system external force, see Eq. 3.5.  

c
_CLB wi d _ a d _ d g _ m

dv
m F F F F'

dt
                                        (3.5) 

where 
_CLBm  is the mass of the total CLB system, which consists of the buckets mass, the wire 

rope mass, and the mineral mass, [kg]; 
g _ mF'  is the gravity force of the minerals in the 

ascending process.  

Depending on the power consumption of the CLB system, the energy consumption lifting per 

tonnage mineral and the corresponding efficiency could be calculated as follows: 
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                             (3.6) 

where c _ uE  is the useful energy consumption, [J/h]; c _ tE  is the total energy consumption, 

[J/h]; 
sQ  is the solid mineral production rate, [ton/h]; P  is the power of winch lifting system 

[W]; 
c  is the CLB system efficiency, [-]; 

tonE  is the energy consumption lifting per tonnage 

mineral, [J/ton] or [kWh/ton].  
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3.2.2. PLS modelling 

The PLS lifting method utilizes the pressure difference supplied by the centrifugal pumps to 

lift the minerals slurry mixtures (Shook and Bartosik, 1994). The importance of the PLS 

method is to calculate the required pressure in the system with Eq. 3.7 (Schulte, 2013). 
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      (3.7)  

where 
rP  is the required pressure to lift the mixture minerals from the seabed to the PSV, 

[Pa]; 
f  is the inlet and the acceleration coefficient, [-]; 

H  is the valve coefficient, [-]; 
l , 

s  

are the liquid and the solid particles friction coefficient respectively, [-]; 
iD  is the rigid pipe 

diameter, [m]; H  is the mining depth, [m]; 
m  is the slurry mixture density, [kg/m

3
]; 

lC , 
sC  

are the volume concentration of the liquid and the solid respectively, [-]; 
lv , 

sv  are the liquid 

velocity and the solid particle velocity respectively, [m/s].  

The relationship between the mixture velocity, the mineral solid velocity and liquid velocity 

can be calculated with Eq. 3.8 (Van Wijk, 2014).  
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                                               (3.8) 

where 
sv , 

lv , 
mv  are the solid velocity, the liquid velocity and the mixture velocity 

respectively, [m/s]; 
slv  is the slip velocity, [m/s]; 

sd  is the particle diameter, [m]; n'  is the 

calculation index relating with the particle Reynolds number; 
stv  is the particle settling 

velocity determined by the particle size, [m/s].     

The particle settling velocity is calculated depending on its diameter with Eq. 3.9 (Van Rijn, 

1984). 
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where '  is the kinematic viscosity, [m
2
/s]. The kinematic viscosity is determined by the 

liquid density and the dynamic viscosity.  

The energy consumption lifting per tonnage mineral and the efficiency for the PLS system 

can be calculated as follows. 
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where 
pN  is the number of the centrifugal pumps, [-]; 

wa  is the work ability factor, [-]; 
pA  is 

the transverse area of the rigid pipe, [m
2
]; 

h  is the hydraulic efficiency; 
p _uE  is the useful 

energy consumption, [J/h]; 
p _ tE  is the total energy consumption, [J/h]; 

r  is the PLS system 

efficiency, [-].   

3.3. Technological performance analysis of CLB and 

PLS systems  

In this section, the technological performances of the CLB and the PLS transport methods are 

compared with each other. The research focuses on two important transport parameters: the 

transport efficiency and the solid mineral production rate. 

For the CLB lifting system, the winch force should be determined firstly depending on the 

following parameters: the cable moving velocity, bucket geometry, and the bucket distribution 

conditions. Therefore, it is necessary to figure out the relationship between the winch force 

and the CLB cable velocity. The CLB cable velocity is set ranging from 0 m/s to 3 m/s 

(Masuda et al., 1971; Brink and Chung, 1981). Combining Eq. 3.1 to Eq. 3.5, the relationship 

of the CLB cable velocity and the winch force can be calculated through solving a differential 

equation, see Eq. 3.11. 
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In Eq. 3.11, A , B  and C  are depicted as follows: 
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The system transport efficiency represents the energy utilization degree and the energy capital 

expenditure. The solid mineral production rate represents the economic gross profits. The 

optimal transport plan can be regarded as the optimal level combinations of the transport 

efficiency and the solid mineral production rate to achieve lowest energy consumption per 

tonnage of the minerals when considering the technological performances. 

Case – Technological performance analysis 

After the numerical modelling of the CLB and the PLS lifting methods, the energy 

consumption and the lifting efficiency can be calculated following Eq. 3.6 and Eq. 3.10. In 

this case, it is necessary to guarantee that both transport systems have the same solid mineral 

production rate.  

At the beginning of the technological performance analysis of the CLB and the PLS transport 

systems, it is necessary to find out the optimal transport plan depending on its optimal 

function, i.e., the energy consumption per tonnage mineral. For instance, the supplied winch 

force and the mining depth are set to be 860 kN and 800 m respectively. The maximum 

transport efficiency and the maximum solid mineral production rate are calculated to be 97.39 

% and 31 29 10.   ton/h. The corresponding solid mineral production rate and the transport 

efficiency for the maximum transport efficiency and the maximum solid mineral production 

rate are 54.27 ton/h and 55 % respectively. The optimal transport plan in technological 

analysis part is determined by the lowest energy consumption per tonnage mineral. Figure 3.3 

depicts the relationship of the energy consumption per tonnage mineral versus the mining 

depth of the CLB transport systems. Figure 3.4 depicts the relationship of the energy 

consumption per tonnage mineral versus the mining depth of the PLS transport systems.    

 

Figure 3.3: The energy consumption per tonnage mineral versus the mining depth of the 

CLB system.     
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Figure 3.4: The energy consumption per tonnage mineral versus the mining depth of PLS 

systems. 

Analysing Fig. 3.3, with the constant winch force for the CLB system, the energy 

consumption per tonnage mineral changes with the mining depth and the selected solid 

mineral production rate. For the CLB and the PLS transport systems, the energy 

consumption per tonnage mineral increases with the increasing of the mining depth because 

of the significant increasing of the useful energy consumption to lift the minerals. 

Comparing the relationship of the energy consumption per tonnage mineral of the CLB and 

the PLS systems in Fig. 3.3 and Fig. 3.4, it is obvious that different solid mineral production 

rates have more significant influences on the CLB system than on the PLS system. For 

instance, when the solid mineral production rate is bigger than 800 ton/h, the CLB system 

cannot be applied on the DSM projects deeper than 1000 m. That is because, for the CLB 

system, the system application range is greatly limited by the maximum winch force. 

Additionally, the selection of the DSM transport method can be changeable depending on its 

different mining depth and the purpose solid mineral production rate. For instance, when the 

purpose solid mineral production rate is 50 ton/h, the CLB system is better than the PLS 

system of the depth ranging from 800 m to 6000 m. When the solid mineral production rate 

is 200 ton/h, the PLS system is better than the CLB system of the depth deeper than 3500 m. 

The critical depth, where the PLS system is better than the CLB system, totally disappears 

when the solid mineral production rate is set to be 600 ton/h. The PLS system locates at a 

more conspicuous favourable position than the CLB system, when the solid mineral is bigger 

than 800 ton/h. Just only when the mining depth is quite small, e.g., 800 m, the CLB system 

can obtain a similar technological performances as the PLS system.      
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Figure 3.5. Energy Consumption per Tonnage Mineral versus the Mining Depth and the 

Solid Mineral Production Rate. Note: figure (a), (b), (c), (d), (e), (f) represent the solid 

mineral production rate at 50 ton/h, 200 ton/h, 300 ton/h, 400 ton/h, 600 ton/h, and 800 ton/h 

respectively.  

It is obvious that the maximum solid mineral production rate and the mining depth of the 

CLB system are greatly influenced by the supplied winch force. Fig. 5 depicts the energy 

consumption per tonnage mineral versus the mining depth and the solid mineral production 

rate at different winch forces. Comparing Fig. 3.5 (a) to Fig. 3.5 (f), the higher winch force 

can be applied in a deeper depth of the DSM project with the same solid mineral production 

rate. Additionally, when the mining depth is small, i.e., smaller than 4000 m in Fig. 3.5 (a) 

and (b), with the same mining depth and the solid mineral production rate, the energy 
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consumption per tonnage mineral will not be influenced too much by the different winch 

forces. That is because when the mining depth and the solid mineral production rate are 

small, the used winch force and the optimal transport efficiency are similar to each other. 

Whereas, with the increasing of the mining depth, the CLB system with a higher winch force 

can obtain a higher transport efficiency to decrease the energy consumption per tonnage 

mineral. Therefore, in the application of the CLB system, the winch force should be selected 

big enough considering the technological performances and the engineering safety. 

Furthermore, analysing the Fig. 3.5 (a) and Fig. 3.5 (b), the energy consumption per tonnage 

mineral curve has a sudden increase, when the mining depth is closer to its maximum DSM 

depth. The dramatically decreasing of the transport efficiency and the significantly 

increasing of the useful energy consumption derived from the increasing mining depth lead 

to this phenomenon. The phenomenon is more apparent for the CLB system with a lower 

winch force. For instance, when the solid mineral production rate is 50 ton/h, the CLB 

system transport efficiencies at 100m and 4500 m are 96.86 % and 58.82 % respectively with 

the same solid mineral production rate, i.e., 50 ton/h, and winch force, i.e., 300 kN, see Fig. 

3.5 (a).         

3.4. Conclusions 

In this chapter the CLB and the PLS lifting methods were compared. The conclusions derived 

can be summarized as follows: 

Through the technological performances analysis, the mining depth and the solid mineral 

production rate of the PLS system have a wider application range compared with the CLB 

system. Furthermore, when the purpose solid mineral production rate is low, the CLB system 

performance is better or similar with the PLS system. Whereas, the performance of the CLB 

system disappears quickly with an increasing solid mineral production rate. The PLS system 

performs better than the CLB system, when the solid mineral production rate is larger than 

800 ton/h. If the solid mineral production rate is larger than 800 ton/h, the CLB system can 

obtain a similar technological performance as the PLS system, only when the mining depth is 

small, e.g., 800 m.     

 



 

*This chapter is based on Ma et al. (2017d). 
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Chapter 4  

Profitability Analysis of Airlifting in Deep Sea 

Mining Systems* 

 

Based on the literature review in chapter 2, the influencing aspects of sustainable DSM 

transport plan consist of the technological feasibility, economic profitability, and 

environmental impacts. After the analysis of technological performance of DSM transport 

plans in chapter 3, the economic profitability and environmental impacts research is still 

missing.. To evaluate the sustainability of DSM transport plans, the profitability analysis is 

taken into consideration in this chapter. This chapter emphasizes on the profitability analysis 

of airlifting in deep sea mining systems. In this chapter, section 4.1 gives an introduction of 

the research status of the current economic profitability analysis of DSM transport plans. 

Section 4.2 presents the theoretical models of airlifting momentum, airlifting energy 

consumption and profitability of airlifting utilized in DSM systems. In the section 4.3, the 

validations of the numerical calculation method and calculation results of the solid production 

rate, airlifting energy consumption lifting per tonnage mineral, and profitability per tonnage 

of mineral are analysed and discussed. Finally, in section 4.4 conclusions of the conducted 

research are given.  

 

4.1. Introduction 

In the DSM industry, airlifting is one of the most widely researched technologies equipped 

with the corresponding facilities, e.g., collecting machine (CM) (Amos and Roels, 1977). 

Airlifting uses compressed gas to lift the liquid-gas or solid-liquid-gas multiphase flow 

(Pougatch and Salcudean, 2008). It is also used in other industries, such as in chemical 

industry to transport toxic substances and sewage treatment plants (Kassab et al., 2007). 

Although the airlifting transport in DSM has been researched for a long time, until now there 

is no corresponding commercial scaled DSM project in progress. Technological feasibility 

and profitability analyses are two of the major considerations for its industrialization (Birney 

et al., 2006).  
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A lot of experimental and theoretical analyses of airlifting technology utilized in the DSM 

industry started in the 70s of last century, which was triggered by the discovery of vast 

amounts of manganese nodules on the seabed of depth ranging from 4000 to 6000 m (Hatta et 

al., 1998). Yoshinaga and Sato (1996) proposed a numerical modeling method of the airlifting 

pump depending on momentum equation analysis, which was validated by a vertical pipe 

lifting system with height of 6.74 m and diameter of 26 and 40 mm, respectively. In 

Yoshinaga and Sato’s research, the flux rates of solid and gas are given parameters to 

calculate the liquid flux rate, which does not agree with the realistic working condition. 

Actually, the gas flux rate is the given parameter and the flux rates of solid and liquid are 

calculated parameters. Additionally, Yoshinaga and Sato’s model is created for uniform 

particles size distribution. Kassab et al. (2007) innovated Yoshinaga and Sato’s model by 

taking the relationship between the liquid and gas flux rates into consideration, which was 

validated by a vertical pipe lifting system with height of 3.75 m and diameter of 25.4 mm. In 

the numerical calculation model proposed by Yoshinaga and Sato, the compressibility of gas 

is neglected because of the small-scaled experiments. Hatta et al. (1998) proposed an airlifting 

numerical model depending on the solid-liquid mass conservation equations, two momentum 

equations, and an equation for the solid-liquid volumetric fractions. Additionally, Hatta et al. 

(1999) analyzed a special kind of pipe with an abrupt diameter enlargement. Hatta et al. 

(1998, 1999) utilized the multifluid method to predict the performances of airlifting pumps, 

which can be used to calculate the gas flux rate up to 45 m/s. However, Hatta et al. (1998, 

1999) admitted that it is quite difficult to establish the transitional situation of the multiphase 

flow in a pipe system. Margaris and Papanikas (1997) proposed an airlifting numerical 

method by analyzing the fundamental conservation equations of flow continuity and 

momentum. Hong et al. (2005) analyzed pipe inclination effects of airlifting water pump by 

experiments. They investigated the airlifting performance as a function of the variation of 

inclination angles. Nam-Cheol et al. (2009) studied the airlifting pump with air jet nozzle 

analyzing its performance influenced by submerged depth, lifting head, and gas flux rate. 

Researches of both Hong et al. and Nam-Cheol et al. focused on the experiments and did not 

consider the corresponding theoretical explanation and analysis for their experimental data. 

Fan et al. (2013) researched airlifting pump performances utilized in an artificial upwelling. 

Almost all of these theoretical and experimental investigations are far away from the 

industrial scaled working conditions of DSM. These realistic conditions need to be considered 

concerning the scale effects between the up-scaled model and its industrial scaled prototype. 

Additionally, no research has considered all related parameters that can influence the airlifting 

performances in DSM projects.  

Based on the literature review, airlifting technological consideration in DSM industry focuses 

on the transport performances influenced by the submergence ratio which is defined as the 

ratio between submergence and the total length of the pipe, mining depth, pipe diameter, gas 

flux rate, and particle diameter (Hatta, 1998&1999; Yoshinaga and Sato, 1996; Margaris and 

Papanikas, 1997; Hong et al., 2005; Nam-Cheol et al., 2009; Fan et al., 2013). For the 

technological analysis of vertical transport in DSM industry, energy consumption lifting per 

tonnage of mineral and solid production rate were introduced by Ma et al. (2017). These 

parameters will also be introduced for the technological analysis of airlifting in this chapter. 
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Additionally, profitability is another influencing factor for airlifting technology utilized in 

DSM, which is mainly reflected by a high initial capital expenditure to purchase the related 

facilities and high operating cost on these facilities, e.g., production support vessel (PSV), 

seafloor vehicles, transshipment vessels, mineral processing plants, and even the tailings 

treatment facilities in a later stage (Birney et al., 2006; Ma et al., 2017a). For the profitable 

analysis of airlifting technology utilized in DSM, profitability lifting per tonnage of mineral is 

researched in this chapter. The numerical calculation method used in this chapter is based on 

the original models of Yoshinaga and Sato, and Kassab et al., and considers the 

compressibility of the gas, which is important because of the large mining depth in 

engineering conditions. Additionally, the numerical calculation method considers the 

complete parameters, which consists of the submergence ratio, mining depth, pipe diameter, 

particle diameter, and gas flux rate. 

The objective of this chapter is to assess the technological feasibility and profitability in terms 

of solid production rate, energy consumption per tonnage of mineral, and profitability per 

tonnage of mineral. The effects of submergence ratio, pipe diameter, particle diameter, mining 

depth, and gas flux rate are investigated. This chapter in combination with paper written by 

Ma et al. (2017) can be used as a reference to select a proper transport plan for DSM projects. 

The chapter is arranged as follows. The second section is the theoretical analysis including 

theoretical models of airlifting momentum, airlifting energy consumption per tonnage of 

minerals, and profitability of airlifting utilized in DSM systems. In the third section, the 

validations of the numerical calculation method and calculation results of the solid production 

rate, airlifting energy consumption per tonnage of minerals, and profitability per tonnage of 

mineral are analyzed and discussed. Finally, in section four conclusions of the conducted 

research are given.  

4.2. Theoretical Analysis 

4.2.1. Airlifting Momentum Modelling 

The schematic diagram of airlifting is shown in Figure 4.1 (Yoshinaga and Sato, 1996). The 

airlifting pipe system consists of a solid-liquid two-phase flow happened between gas inlet 

and seabed, and a solid-liquid-gas three-phase flow happened between pipe outlet and gas 

inlet as shown in Figure 4.1. In Figure 4.1, the letters of E , I , O  represent two-phase flow 

entrance, gas inlet, and outlet of mineral mixtures.  
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Figure 4.1: The schematic diagram of an airlifting system (Yoshinaga and Sato, 1996). 

The momentum equation for airlifting can be written as Eq. 4.1 (Kassab et al., 2007; 

Yoshinaga and Sato, 1996).  
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in which A  is the pipe cross sectional area [m
2
], J  is the volumetric flux [m/s],   is the 

density [kg/m
3
], v  is the velocity [m/s], the subscripts of s , l , g  represent solid particle, 

liquid, and gas respectively,   is the shear stress [N/m
2
], 

iD  is the pipe diameter [m], C  is the 

volume concentration, 2, 3 represent two-phase flow and three-phase flow respectively, i  

represents the type of different particles. 

For the solid-liquid two-phase flow, solid and liquid are regarded as incompressible. For the 

solid-liquid-gas three-phase flow, as density and flux rate of gas are easily influenced by 

surrounding pressure, Yoshinaga and Sato proposed to divide the up-riser pipe into N  

elements (Yoshinaga and Sato, 1996). The third term of Eq. 4.1 is written as Eq. 4.2 (Kassab 

et al., 2007; Yoshinaga and Sato, 1996). 
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in which 
f .lsP / z   is the friction pressure gradient in solid-liquid flow [Pa/m], 

EP  is the 

pressure decrease at the entrance position [Pa].  

The fourth term in Eq. 4.1 can be rewritten as Eq. 4.3 (Dedegil, 1987). 
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in which 
3f .P ( k ) / z( k )   is the friction pressure gradient in solid-liquid-gas flow [Pa/m], 

IP  

is the pressure decrease at the gas inlet position [Pa].  

In the airlifting numerical calculation process, the velocity relationship of solid particles needs 

to be considered. For three-phase flow, the velocity of particles can be calculated as Eq. 4.4 

(Sato and Yoshinaga, 1991). 

s sw

A

m
v ( i ) c v ( i )


                                                     (4.4) 

in which c  is the distribution coefficient, m  is the mass flux of the three-phase flow 
2kg/m s   , 

A  is the apparent density of the three-phase mixture [kg/m
3
], 

swv  is the wall 

affected settling velocity in a three-phase flow [m/s].  

For solid-liquid two-phase flow, the volume concentration of solid, liquid can be calculated 

through solving Eq. 4.5 (Schulte, 2013).  
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in which 
slv  is the slip velocity, which is related to the particle diameter, pipe diameter, 

settling velocity, and solid volume concentration [m/s].  

The volume concentration of the gas can be calculated as Eq. 4.6 (Yoshinaga and Sato, 1996).  
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in which 3ls ,  is the mean density of the slurry [kg/m
3
].  

Compared to the original model of Yoshinaga and Sato, the significant difference of gas 

density and flux rate, which are caused by the large mining depth in engineering conditions, 

are taken into consideration, see Eq. 4.7 (Schulte, 2013). 
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in which 
0P  is the initial gas pressure [Pa], 

zP  is the gas pressure at the vertical position of z 

[Pa], 
0g _  is the initial gas density [kg/m

3
], 

g _ z  is the gas density at the vertical position of z 

[kg/m
3
].  

Based on Eq. 4.1 to Eq. 4.7, the airlifting process in the vertical pipe system can be calculated. 

After the establishment of airlifting numerical model, the next section will focus on the 

energy consumption calculation.  

4.2.2. Energy Consumption per tonnage of mineral Modelling 

The energy consumption of airlifting system is closely related to the compressor’s expansion 

type, which is defined as an isothermal expansion in this chapter (Fan et al., 2013). The 

airlifting efficiency can be calculated as Eq. 4.8 (Schulte, 2013; Reinemann, 1987).  
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in which 
uE  is the useful energy consumption of the airlifting system [J], 

tE  is the total 

energy consumption of the airlifting system [J].  

The useful energy consumption of the airlifting system is defined as the anti-gravitational 

energy consumption of lifting mineral solids from seabed to pipe outlet. It can be calculated 

as Eq. 4.9 (Schulte, 2013; Reinemann, 1987; Fan et al., 2013).  

 2 1u s sE A J g L L                                                     (4.9) 

in which 
1L  and 

2L  are lengths of different segments of the vertical pipe [m], see Figure 4.1. 

The total energy consumption of the airlifting system is the isothermal energy consumption of 

the compressor. It can be calculated as Eq. 4.10 (Schulte, 2013; Reinemann, 1987; Fan et al., 

2013). 

I
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E J A ln

P
                                                  (4.10) 

in which 
g _ atmJ  is the gas flux under atmospheric pressure [m/s], 

IP  is the pressure at the inlet 

[Pa], 
atmP  is the atmospheric pressure [Pa].  

Additionally, the energy consumption per tonnage of minerals is also an important parameter, 

which can be calculated as Eq. 4.11 (Ma et al., 2017a). 
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in which 
sQ  is the mineral solids production rate [ton].  

4.2.3. Profitability per tonnage of mineral Modelling 

The profitability analysis of airlifting utilized in DSM systems focuses on the difference 

between gross income and total expenditure derived from minerals. The total expenditure of 

an airlifting system is divided into capital expenditure (CAPEX) and operational expenditure 

(OPEX) (Ma et al., 2017a; Sharma, 2011).  

t c oM M M                                                     (4.12) 

in which M  represents the cost [$], c , o  represent the initial capital expenditure and 

operation expenditure.  

The Mc and M0 in Eq. 4.12 can be calculated as Eq. 4. 13 (Norgate et al., 2007; Ma et al., 

2017a). 
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in which m , t , p  represent the mining system, transport system, and processing plant 

respectively. The initial capital expenditure of the mining system is spent on different kinds of 

seafloor vehicles.  

The pipe system of airlifting technology in DSM projects consists of a major up-riser pipe and 

an auxiliary air-injection pipe, which is required to calculate initial capital cost of pipe 

systems (Ma et al., 2017a). 
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in which 
rn  and 

In  are the up-riser and air-injection pipe elements number, 
prl  and 

pIl  are the 

pipe element length of the up-riser pipe and air-injection pipe respectively [m]. Therefore, the 

initial capital cost of the transport system can be calculated as Eq. 4.15 (Ma et al., 2017a).  

    2 2 2 2

1 1 2 1 21c _t sv p m_ p pr r _ r _ r pI I _ I _ I _otM M M ( ) l r r n l r r n M                   (4.15) 

in which 
svM  is the initial capital cost on the shipping vessel including production support 

vessel and trans-shipment vessels [$], 
m _ pM  is the manufacturing cost of the pipeline system 

[$], 
p  is the material density of the pipe [kg/m

3
], 

1  is the pipe manufacturing price factor 
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which means the added value of materials, r  is the radius of pipelines [m], 1 , 2  represent the 

external and internal radius of pipelines [m], 
_ otM  is the other transport cost [$].  

The operation expenditure of the mining system, transport system, and processing system can 

be calculated as Eq. 4.16 (Ma et al., 2017a).  
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in which ma , pe , and la  represent the maintenance, power and energy consumption, and 

labor expenditures. 

The 
p _ laM  in Eq. 4.16 can be calculated as Eq. 4.17.  
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in which 
iW  is the salary for the staff i  [$/year], 

sn  is the staff number, N  is the mining 

period [year], a  is the inflation rate.  

The maintenance, power, and energy consumption expenditures can be calculated as Eq. 4.18. 
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in which j  represents the mining system, transport system, and the processing system 

respectively, K  is the maintenance fee every year [$/ton], R  is the power and energy 

consumption price [$/kWh], 
kE  is the energy consumption [kWh/h], s  is the mean working 

days per year. 

The income derived from minerals can be calculated as Eq. 4.19 (Ma et al., 2017a). 
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in which i ,mmM  is the mineral ore price which is set to be 95 $/ton.  

The profitability per tonnage of mineral can be calculated as Eq. 4. 20 (Ma et al., 2017a). 
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in which 
beM  is the pure benefit of DSM project [$], 

reM  is the residual value [$]. 
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4.3. Results and Discussions 

4.3.1. Validations 

 Model Validated by Experimental Data of Yoshinaga and Sato 

The numerical calculation model of Eq. 4.1 to Eq. 4.7 proposed by Yoshinaga and Sato 

(1996) is used in this section. Additionally, the experimental data found in Yoshinaga and 

Sato’s paper can be used as the validation data. In Yoshinaga and Sato’s experiment (1996), 

spherical and uniform particles are used, as follows: C1-Sp-06, which density and diameter 

are 2540 kg/m
3
 and 6.1 mm respectively, C1-Sp-10, which density and diameter are 2540 

kg/m
3
 and 9.9 mm respectively, and C2-Sp-06, which density and diameter are 3630 kg/m

3
 

and 9.5 mm respectively. In Figure 4.2, nine types of airlifting conditions are shown with 

solid flux rate ranging from 0.014 to 0.095 m/s. Axis x represents the experimental data of 

liquid flux rate from 0 to 1 m/s. Axis y represents the calculation data of liquid flux rate from 

0 to 1 m/s. The closer the data points are to the diagonal, the more accurate the calculation 

results. The majority of data points are located in the area within 10% deviation of the 

diagonal, which indicates that the model is sufficiently accurate.  

 

Figure 4.2: Validation results by experimental data from Yoshinaga and Sato. 

 Model Validated by Experimental Data of Kassab et al. 

In Yoshinaga and Sato’s model of simulating a solid-liquid-gas airlifting system, the flux 

rates of gas and solid are designated as a pair of original values. Then based on momentum 

balance equation, the flux rate of liquid is determined (Yoshinaga and Sato, 1996). Kassab et 

al. (2007) utilize the Stenning and Martin equation, see Eq. 4.21, combining with momentum 

method to solve the flux rates of solid and liquid directly from gas flux rate (Stenning and 

Martin, 1968).  
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in which 
gV , 

lV  are the volume flow rate of gas and liquid [m
3
/s], 

ls  is the slip factor, 
cK  is 

the friction factor. 

The 
ls  in Eq. 4.21 can be calculated with Eq. 4.22 (Griffith, 1964).  
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The 
cK  in Eq. 4.21 can be calculated with Eq. 4.23 (Stenning and Martin, 1968). 
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in which f  is the friction coefficient calculated by Colebrook-White equation, which can be 

calculated as Eq. 4. 24 (Navarro et al., 2017).  
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in which   is the pipe wall roughness [m], Re  is the liquid Reynolds number.  

Based on Eq. 4.21 to Eq. 4.24, the innovated numerical method of airlifting by Kassab et al. is 

validated in Figure 4.3. Kassab et al. investigated airlifting performances influenced by 

submergence ratio and particle diameter (Kassab et al., 2007). In Figure 4.3, particle 

diameters of 4.75, 7.10, and 9.50 mm, and submergence ratio of 0.50, 0.72, and 0.78, are 

calculated. Alike the validation principle described in Figure 4.2, the closer the data points to 

the diagonal, the more accurate the calculation results are. As most of data points are located 

in the area within 10% deviation of the diagonal, the calculation system used in this chapter is 

sufficiently accurate. 
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Figure 4.3: Validation results by experimental data from Kassab et al. 

 Scale Effect 

Scale effect arises due to differences between an up-scaled model and its industrial scaled 

prototype, which leads to some deviations between the simulation results (Heller, 2011). The 

scale ratio between the general up-scaled model and industrial scaled prototype of airlifting 

model in DSM projects can be up to 500~600, which is much larger than that in normal 

mechanical and hydraulic simulations (Kassab et al., 2007; Yoshinaga and Sato, 1996; 

Hoagland et al., 2010). Additionally, most parameters of the experimental and theoretical 

airlifting modeling researches are smaller than the industrial scaled airlifting parameters in 

DSM projects (Kassab et al., 2007; Yoshinaga and Sato, 1996). The most frequently used 

method to compensate scale effect is to distort model geometry by giving up exact geometric 

similarities or change the related parameter appropriately, e.g., model roughness (Heller, 

2011). In this section, flow regime conditions both in the experiments of Yoshinaga and Sato 

and Kassab et al., and the following large-scale calculation case are taken into consideration. 

Because of the lack of theoretical research on solid-liquid-gas three-phase flow regimes in a 

vertical pipe system, the flow regime of gas-liquid flow in a vertical pipe system is used. In 

the airlifting vertical pipe system, there exist five different type flow regimes including 

bubble, slug, froth, annular, and finely dispersed bubbles depending on the velocity and 

geometry of the lifting components (Schulte, 2013; Taitel et al., 1980). This thought has 

already been used by the other researchers in the DSM field (Doyle and Halkyard, 2007). The 

flow regime transitions are calculated as Eq. 4.25-4.29 (Schulte, 2013; Taitel et al., 1980). 
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in which   is the surface tension of the liquid [N/m
2
], 

sf  is a factor which is influenced by 

the airlifting geometries. Eq. 4. 25 depicts the regime transition from bubble to slug flow. The 

following Eq. 4. 26 - 4.29 are corresponding to bubbly to dispersed bubbly flow, froth to 

dispersed bubbly flow, slug to froth flow, and froth to annular flow. Figure 4.4 depicts the 

calculation results of the flow regime. 

 

Figure 4.4: Flow regime figure combining the experimental results of Yoshinaga and Sato 

(1996) and Kassab et al. (2007). 

Analyzing Figure 4.4, most of the flow regimes in Yoshinaga and Sato, and Kassab’s 

experiments are froth flows, which is limited by the small-scaled gas flux rate. However, for 

the case studies in this chapter, as the gas flux rates change from 30 to 180 m/s, all the flow 

regimes in the following calculation system are annular flows. Therefore, besides the scale 

effects between the up-scaled model and an industrial scaled prototype of airlifting model, 

flow pattern differences between the experimental tests and the industrial working conditions 

should also be taken into consideration in the future. Additionally, the larger gas flux rate 

would also lead to a fast moving velocity of solid mineral ores, which might be a security risk 

and has a great influence on the abrasion of transport pipelines.   

4.3.2. Solid Production Rate Analysis 

Solid production rate is an important parameter in DSM, which determines the gross income 

directly; see Eq. 4.19. In this section, the relationships between solid production rate and 
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submergence ratio, mining depth, pipe diameter, particle diameter, and gas flux rate are 

researched. The parameter changing ranges of airlifting in DSM systems are given as Table 4. 

1. 

Table 4.1: The parameters of the airlifting system in DSM. 

Parameters rS  (-) 
sd  (mm) 

iD  (m) Jg  (m/s) H (m)
 

Range 0.985–1.000 1.0–50.0 0.25–0.40 30–180 500–6000 

Figure 4. 5 depicts the relationship between the solid production rate and submergence ratio at 

different mining depth and gas flux rate with pipe diameter of 0.40 m and particle diameter of 

5.0 mm. Analyzing Figure 4. 5a to Figure 4. 5d, it is obvious that with the same gas flux rate 

the solid production rate of airlifting decreases with the increase of mining depth on the 

whole. Additionally, when the submergence ratio is set to be 1.000, 0.995, 0.990, and 0.985 

respectively, there are not so many differences between these calculating conditions. 

Although with a small changing amplitude, by analyzing the data, it proves that larger 

submergence ratio may also represent larger solid production rate with the same gas flux rate. 

It can be explained as that a larger submergence ratio also means lifting a relative smaller 

vertical distance when the mining depth is the same. Therefore, an airlifting system can lift 

more minerals with a larger submergence ratio. As submergence ratio is an important 

parameter in airlifting system, the calculation here is conducted to have an insight of its 

influencing on industrial scaled DSM working conditions. However, taking into account the 

actual working conditions, the values of submergence ratio should not be too small, which 

range from 0.985 to 1.000. Furthermore, when the mining depth is set the same, a larger gas 

flux rate may not produce a larger solid production rate. For instance, in Figure 4. 5a when the 

mining depth is 500 and 1000 m respectively, the airlifting system with gas flux rate of 70 m/s 

and 90 m/s transports the maximum minerals of 497.9 and 428.0 ton/h respectively. However, 

a larger gas flux rate may always represent a larger range of applicable mining depth. For 

instance, in Figure 4. 5c, the maximum applicable mining depths of gas flux rate of 30, 50, 90 

and 150 m/s are 1000, 2000, 3500 and 4500 m respectively. For the airlifting system with gas 

flux rate of 180 m/s at mining depth of 1000 m, there is a sudden decrease of solid production 

rate. It could be explained as that solid production rate is influenced by both the increased 

airlifting efficiency and the mining depth which have the conflict effect on the performances 

of airlifting system.  
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Figure 4.5: Figure of solid production rate Qs  influenced by submergence ratio 
rS  at different 

mining depth H  and gas flux rate Jg . The submergence ratio of figure 4. 5 (a), (b), (c), (d) are 

1.000, 0.995, 0.990, 0.985 respectively.  

Figure 4. 6 depicts the relationship between the solid production rate and pipe diameter at 

different mining depths and gas flux rate with the submergence ratio of 0.990 and particle 

diameter of 5.0 mm. Analyzing Figure 4. 6a to Figure 4. 6d, a larger pipe diameter can 

increase the solid production rate significantly. For instance, when the mining depth is 500 m 

and gas flux rate is 70 m/s, the solid production rate is 487.6 ton/h in Figure 4. 6a with a pipe 

diameter of 0.40 m and 143.8 ton/h in Figure 4. 6d with a pipe diameter of 0.25 m. 

Additionally, a larger pipe diameter may also represent a larger applicable mining depth with 

the same gas flux rate which means the pipe diameter plays as a bottleneck to the solid 

production rate and the applicable mining depth. For instance, considering solid production 

rate more than 50 ton/h and gas flux rate of 150 m/s, the maximum mining depth of airlifting 

system with a pipe diameter of 0.40 m is 4500 m, see Figure 4. 6a, which is much larger than 

2500 m of an airlifting system with a pipe diameter of 0.30 m, see Figure 4. 6c. Furthermore, 

analyzing Figure 4. 6d, the airlifting system with gas flux rate of 180 m/s produces the largest 

solid production rate at the mining depth of 500 m. However, with the increase of pipe 

diameter, the airlifting system with gas flux rate of 70 m/s produces the largest solid 

production rate. It means that, for a special working condition of an airlifting system, the 

maximum solid production rate is determined by the mining depth, gas flux rate, and pipe 

diameter together.  
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Figure 4.6: Figure of solid production rate Qs  influenced by pipe diameter 
iD  at different 

mining depth H  and gas flux rate Jg . The pipe diameter of figure 4. 6 (a), (b), (c), (d) are 

0.40m, 0.35m, 0.30m, 0.25m respectively.   

Figure 4. 7 depicts the relationship between the solid production rate and particle diameter at 

different mining depth and gas flux rate with the submergence ratio of 0.990 and pipe 

diameter of 0.30 m. Analyzing Figure 4. 7a to Figure 4. 7d, airlifting small particles has a 

higher solid production rate comparing to the large particles as expected. For instance, in 

Figure 4. 7a, the solid production rate is 223.5 ton/h when the mining depth is 500 m and gas 

flux rate is 50 m/s. However, in Figure 4. 7d, with the same mining depth and gas flux rate, 

the solid production rate is only 148.8 ton/h, which means lifting small particles is much 

easier than lifting large particles. The significant difference may be because the drag forces 

and pressure losses of large particles in the transport process are larger than that of the small 

particles (Kassab et al., 2007; Kato et al., 1975). Additionally, the airlifting system with gas 

flux rate of 180 m/s is only applicable at the depth of 500 m when the pipe diameter is 0.30 m. 

It can be explained as that pipe diameter plays as a more significant bottleneck to the solid 

production rate comparing with the particle diameter, see Figures 4. 6c and 4. 7. Furthermore, 

there are different degrees of reductions of solid production rate at the mining depth of 500 m 

lifting 30 mm particles, see Figure 4. 7d, it means that the particle diameter plays as a 

bottleneck to the solid production rate when the gas flux rate is smaller than 130 m/s 

comparing with the airlifting system transport particles of 5 mm, see Figure 4. 7a. 
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Figure 4.7: Figure of solid production rate Qs  influenced by particle diameter 
sd  at different 

mining depth H  and gas flux rate Jg . The particle diameter of figure 4.7 (a), (b), (c), (d) are 

5mm, 10mm, 20mm, 30mm respectively.   

4.3.3. Energy Consumption per tonnage of minerals Analysis 

Only considering the total solid production rate is not enough to obtain an optimal transport 

plan, energy consumption per tonnage of mineral is also an important parameter which can 

influence the stakeholder’s final decision. In this section, the relationships between energy 

consumption per tonnage of mineral and submergence ratio, pipe diameter, mining depth, 

particle diameter, and gas flux rate are presented. 

Figure 4.8 depicts the relationship between the energy consumption per tonnage of mineral 

and submergence ratio at different mining depth and gas flux rate with pipe diameter of 0.40 

m and particle diameter of 5.0 mm. Analyzing Figure 4.8a to Figure 4.8d, it is obvious that 

the energy consumption per tonnage of mineral increases with the increase of mining depth. 

Although airlifting efficiency increases with the mining depth (Schulte, 2013), it is notable 

that the higher efficiency cannot guarantee lower energy consumption per tonnage of mineral. 

In other words, airlifting with the same gas flux rate used on smaller mining depth has a better 

performance with a larger solid production rate and smaller energy consumption per tonnage 

of minerals. Additionally, as the values of submergence ratio is set within a small changing 

range from 0.985 to 1.000, there are not so many significant differences among Figure 4.8a to 

Figure 4.8d, which is also consistent with the results in Figure 4.5. By analyzing the data in 
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Figure 4.8, it is proved that larger submergence ratio may also represent slightly smaller 

energy consumption per tonnage of mineral. For instance, when the gas flux rate is 180 m/s 

and mining depth is 4000 m, the energy consumption per tonnage of mineral with the 

submergence ratio of 1.000 is 190.4 kWh/ton, see Figure 4.8a, which is smaller than that of 

208.1 kWh/ton with the submergence ratio of 0.985, see Figure 4.8d. It can be explained as 

that a larger submergence ratio means a smaller lifting depth when the total mining depth is 

the same. Furthermore, compared to the airlifting system with gas flux rate smaller than 150 

m/s, the airlifting system with gas flux rate of 180 m/s consumes much more energy 

consumption per tonnage of mineral. It means the flux rate of 180 m/s is too much large for 

the airlifting system with pipe diameter of 0.40 m and particle diameter of 5 mm.  

  

  

Figure 4.8. Figure of energy consumption per tonnage of mineral Eton  influenced by 

submergence ratio 
rS  at different mining depth H  and gas flux rate Jg . The submergence 

ratio of figure 4.8 (a), (b), (c), (d) are 1.000, 0.995, 0.990, 0.985 respectively. 

Figure 4.9 depicts the relationship between the energy consumption per tonnage of mineral 

and pipe diameter at different mining depth and gas flux rate with the submergence ratio of 

0.990 and particle diameter of 5.0 mm. Analyzing Figure 4.9a to Figure 4.9d, it is notable that 

airlifting with a larger pipe diameter can be used for a deeper mining depth. For instance, 

when the gas flux rate is 150 m/s, the maximum airlifting depth with a 0.40 m pipe diameter 

is 4500 m, see Figure 4.9a, and 2500 m with a 0.30 m pipe diameter; see Figure 4.9c. This is 

because when the gas flux rate is large enough, pipe diameter has become the bottleneck of 

the airlifting applicable depth. For airlifting system with gas flux rate of 180 m/s, its energy 
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consumption lifting per tonnage of mineral is much larger than the airlifting system with 

smaller gas flux rate, see Figure 4.9a,b. Additionally, the curve of energy consumption per 

tonnage of mineral changing with the mining depth is also significantly different with the 

other changing curves. It may be caused by the complicated interactions between the airlifting 

efficiency and the mining depth. An airlifting system with too much large gas flux rate could 

represent a large percentage of energy waste. Furthermore, as the models mentioned in this 

chapter are validated by the small scaled mechanism with a lower gas flux rate, the model 

may be not applicable to the too much large gas flux rate completely. Comparing Figure 4.9a 

to Figure 4.9d, the airlifting system with gas flux rate of 30 m/s consumes the minimum 

energy consumption per tonnage of mineral. Therefore, the airlifting performance in terms of 

energy consumption per tonnage of mineral, see Figure 4.9, is not completely consistent with 

that in terms of solid production rate, see Figure 4.6. 

  

  

Figure 4.9: Figure of energy consumption per tonnage of mineral Eton  influenced by pipe 

diameter 
iD  at different mining depth H  and gas flux rate Jg . The pipe diameter of figure 4.9 

(a), (b), (c), (d) are 0.40m, 0.35m, 0.30m, 0.25m respectively.  

Figure 4.10 depicts the relationship between the energy consumption per tonnage of mineral 

and particle diameter at different mining depth and gas flux rate with the submergence ratio of 

0.900 and pipe diameter of 0.30 m. Analyzing Figure 4.10a to Figure 4.10d, the curves of 

airlifting system with gas flux rate of 30, 50, 70 and 90 m/s are concentrated with the similar 

curve changing trend which are divergent when the gas flux rate is larger than 110 m/s. 
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Additionally, the airlifting system transporting of small particles has a more concentrated and 

consistent curve changing trend. It means particle diameter may play as a significant 

bottleneck to the energy consumption per tonnage of mineral for large gas flux rate. It maybe 

also represent that the model utilized in this chapter may be more suitable for fine particles 

and small gas flux rate which may also be used to explain the sudden increase of energy 

consumption per tonnage of mineral of gas flux rate at 150 m/s. Obviously, with the increase 

of mining depth, the energy consumption per tonnage of mineral is also increasing. 

Comparing Figures 4.7 and 4.10, it is shown that the airlifting system with gas flux rate of 

150 m/s produces the minimum solid production rate and consumes the maximum energy 

consumption per tonnage of mineral. It means the gas flux rate of 150 m/s is not suitable to 

select as the airlifting parameter under the calculated working conditions.  

  

 
 

Figure 4.10: Figure of energy consumption per tonnage of mineral Eton  influenced by particle 

diameter 
sd  at different mining depth H  and gas flux rate Jg . The particle diameter of figure 

4.10 (a), (b), (c), (d) are 5mm, 10mm, 20mm, 30mm respectively.   

4.3.4. Profitability per tonnage of mineral Analysis 

The given parameters to calculate the profitability per tonnage of mineral are shown in Table 

4.2 (Sharma, 2011; Ma et al., 2017a). Profitability per tonnage of mineral is also an important 

parameter to determine an optimal transport plan of DSM projects. In this section, the 

relationships between profitability per tonnage of mineral and submergence ratio, pipe 

diameter, mining depth, particle diameter, and gas flux rate are researched.  
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Table 4.2: The Calculation Parameters Used for the Economic Comparison Partially Based on 

References (Ma et al., 2017a; Sharma, 2011). 

Parameters Value Parameters Value Parameters Value 

1  (-) 30 svM  ( 610 $ ) 495 c _ pM  ( 610 $ ) 750 

iW ( 610 $ /year) 0.45 R  ($/kWh) 0.2 a  (-) 4.28% 

m _ kK  ($/ton) 1.2 t _ kK  ($/ton) 1.2 p _ kK  ($/ton) 0.8 

s  (day) 300 N  (year) 20 _ otM  ( 610 $ ) 35 

Figure 4.11 depicts the relationship between the profitability per tonnage of mineral and 

submergence ratio at different mining depth and gas flux rate with pipe diameter of 0.40 m 

and particle diameter of 5.0 mm. Although there is not a big scale difference among Figure 

11a to Figure 11b, by analyzing the data in Figure 4.11, the airlifting system with a larger 

submergence ratio has a slightly better performance than that with a smaller submergence 

ratio in terms of the profitability per tonnage of mineral. This is also correct in terms of the 

minerals solid production rate; see Figure 4.5, and energy consumption per tonnage of 

mineral, see Figure 4.8. It is obvious that lifting minerals from a smaller mining depth have a 

significantly better performance of airlifting systems in terms of profitability lifting per 

tonnage of mineral. Additionally, only when the mining depth is less than roughly 2500 m, 

DSM projects can be profitable, or it will lose money. It means that the applicable mining 

depth range of airlifting technology utilized in DSM systems is limited. For instance, when 

the submergence ratio is 0.985, see Figure 11d, the DSM system with airlifting mining depth 

of 3000 m is not profitable at all. Comparing Figures 4.5, 4.8, and 4.11, the solid production 

rate decreases with the mining depth increase which may also lead to a significant decrease of 

profitability per tonnage of mineral. Additionally, when airlifting approaches its maximum 

applicable depth, there may be a sudden decrease of profitability lifting per tonnage of 

mineral, e.g., the airlifting system with gas flux rate of 50 m/s and submergence ratio of 

0.990, see Figure 4.11c, which is also manifested on the sudden decrease of solid production 

rate, see Figure 4.5, and sudden increase of energy consumption per tonnage of mineral, see 

Figure 4.8. 
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Figure 4.11. Figure of profitability per tonnage of mineral Mton  influenced by submergence 

ratio 
rS  at different mining depth H  and gas flux rate Jg . The submergence ratio of figure 

4.11 (a), (b), (c), (d) are 1.000, 0.995, 0.990, 0.985 respectively.   

Figure 4.12 depicts the relationship between the profitability per tonnage of mineral and pipe 

diameter at different mining depth and gas flux rate with the submergence ratio of 0.990 and 

particle diameter of 5.0 mm. Comparing Figure 4.12a to Figure 4.12d, it can be concluded 

that airlifting system with a larger pipe diameter, e.g., 0.40 m, has a better performance than 

that with a small pipe diameter, e.g., 0.25 m, in terms of the profitability per tonnage of 

mineral. For instance, when the mining depth is 500 m and gas flux rate is 180 m, the 

profitability of airlifting system with 0.40 m pipe diameter is 95.2 $/ton which is much larger 

than 16.8 $/ton of airlifting system with 0.25 m pipe diameter. Additionally, analyzing Figure 

4. 12a to Figure 4. 12d, neither the largest, nor the smallest gas flux rate generates the 

maximum profitability per tonnage of mineral. It is because for each set of mining depth and 

pipe diameter, there exists an optimal gas flux rate to obtain the maximum profitability per 

tonnage of mineral. Furthermore, comparing the airlifting performances in Figure 4.12a, d, it 

is notable that airlifting system is more suitable working with a large pipe diameter in terms 

of profitability lifting per tonnage of mineral, which is also consistent with the results of solid 

production rate, see Figure 4. 6, and energy consumption per tonnage of mineral, see Figure 4. 

9. It is because the pipe diameter has become a bottleneck to the performances of airlifting 

system in Figure 4. 12.  
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Figure 4. 12: Figure of profitability per tonnage of mineral Mton  influenced by pipe diameter 

iD  at different mining depth H  and gas flux rate Jg . The pipe diameter of figure 4. 12 (a), 

(b), (c), (d) are 0.40m, 0.35m, 0.30m, 0.25m respectively.  

Figure 4. 13 depicts the relationship between the profitability per tonnage of mineral and 

particle diameter at different mining depth and gas flux rate with the submergence ratio of 

0.990 and pipe diameter of 0.30 m. Analyzing Figure 4. 13a to Figure 4. 13d, it is notable that 

lifting small particles has a better performance than large particles, which is almost correct in 

terms of total solid production rate, see Figure 4. 7, and energy consumption per tonnage of 

mineral, see Figure 4. 10. Additionally, when the particles diameter is small, e.g., 5 mm, 

airlifting system working at a small mining depth has a better performance than at a larger 

depth, which is caused by the significant increase of anti-gravitational energy consumption. In 

Figure 4. 13c,d, for the airlifting system with gas flux rate of 70, 90, and 110 m/s, there is a 

profitability decrease at the mining depth of 500 m. It can be explained as that the profitability 

lifting per tonnage of mineral is influenced by the mining depth, particle diameter and gas 

flux rate together. The particle diameter plays as a bottleneck to the airlifting performances in 

Figure 4. 13c,d.  
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Figure 4.13: Figure of profitability per tonnage of mineral Mton  influenced by particle 

diameter 
sd  at different mining depth H  and gas flux rate Jg . The particle diameter of figure 

4.13 (a), (b), (c), (d) are 5mm, 10mm, 20mm, 30mm respectively.   

4.4. Conclusions 

The research in this chapter focuses on technological feasibility and profitability analyses of 

DSM projects utilizing airlifting technology. The conclusions are as follows: 

 The numerical calculation method considers the compressibility of the gas, which is 

caused by the large mining depth in engineering conditions, on the basis of the original 

models of Yoshinaga and Sato, and Kassab et al. Additionally, the numerical calculation 

method considers complete set of parameters, which consists of the submergence ratio, 

mining depth, pipe diameter, particle diameter, and gas flux rate.  

 A higher submergence ratio of airlifting system in DSM projects has slightly better 

performances than that with a smaller one in terms of the solid production rate, energy 

consumption per tonnage of mineral, and the profitability per tonnage of mineral.  

 Large pipe diameter can increase the solid production rate significantly; see Figure 6. 

Analysing Figure 9a to Figure 9d, it is notable that airlifting with a larger pipe diameter 

can be used for a deeper mining depth. Additionally, when airlifting approaches its 

maximum applicable depth, there may exist a sudden increase of energy consumption per 

tonnage of mineral, see Figure 9, and a sudden decrease of profitability lifting per 

tonnage of mineral, see Figure 12. A larger pipe diameter and gas flux rate cannot 

guarantee a better airlifting performance. It is because for each set of mining depth and 

pipe diameter, there exists an optimal set of gas flux rate and pipe diameter to obtain the 

maximum profitability per tonnage of mineral.  

 Transporting small particles has a better performance than large particles in terms of its 

profitability, which is almost correct in terms of total solid production rate and energy 

consumption per tonnage of mineral.  

In future research, the method how to obtain an optimal transport plan considering the solid 

production rate, energy consumption per tonnage of mineral, and profitability per tonnage of 
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mineral should be researched. In addition, the scale effect elaborated in Section 3.1.3 should 

be considered further combining with some industrial scaled prototype parameters of airlifting 

in DSM projects. Besides the scale effects existing between the up-scaled model and 

industrial scaled prototype of airlifting model, flow pattern differences should also be 

considered in the future research.  

 



 

*This chapter is based on Ma et al. (2017c, 2018a,b).  
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Chapter 5 

Numerical Calculations of Environmental Impacts 

for Deep Sea Mining Activities* 

 

After the technological performance analysis in chapter 3 and economic profitability analysis 

in chapter 4, to analyse the sustainability of DSM transport plans, the environmental impact 

research caused by DSM activities is still missing. Then in this chapter, the caused 

environmental impacts from DSM activities are discussed taking into consideration the 

physical seabed disturbances, sediment plume, species disturbances, and tailings disposal. In 

this chapter, section 5.1 gives an introduction of the current research status of DSM 

environmental impacts. Section 5.2 presents the selected numerical calculation methods for 

the DSM environmental impacts. Section 5.3 proposes a quantification of influences of the 

sediment plume and sedimentation on species disturbances. The section 5.4 shows the 

calculation results and discussions. The discussion of the calculation results of 

interconnections between sediment plume and species disturbances are noted in section 5.5. 

Finally, in section 5.6, the conclusions and recommendations are given.    

 

5.1. Introduction    

With the rapid consumption of terrestrial mineral resources, deep sea mining (DSM) was 

proposed as an innovative idea to solve the crisis of world resource shortage. The coming of 

DSM era represents not only a leap developing opportunity to the world economy, but also a 

potential environmental challenge to deep ocean water system, seafloor habitat, and species 

community (Chung et al., 2001; Chung, 2003; Chung, 2009).  

For DSM projects, the most intensive DSM environmental influencing areas are located at the 

seafloor, ocean surface, tailings release outlet, and the nearby water columns (Ma et al., 

2018b). In this paper, the major DSM environmental impacts cover the initial DSM 

disturbances and plume source, sediment plume, tailings, and species disturbance (Ma et al., 

2018b). The initial DSM disturbance was used by Ma et al. (2018), which refer to the 

disturbing rate of the seafloor, disturbed sediment estimation, and also including plume source 
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theoretically. However, considering its important research position, the plume source is 

individually highlighted.       

For the initial DSM disturbances and plume source, research focuses on the disturbed seafloor 

area, gross mining mass rate, resuspended sediment estimation, and the volume of wake flow 

(Sharma, 2011; Oebius et al., 2001). For the sediment plume, the influencing phenomena, 

e.g., particles deposition, seafloor erosion, etc., sediment deposition thickness, and various 

current conditions are taken into considerations in experimental tests (Ohlhorst, 1981; 

Lavelle, 1987; Jankowski et al., 1996; Segschneider et al., 1998; Taguchi et al., 1995). For 

tailings disposal, many researchers conducted much qualitative research and experimental 

tests focusing on the contaminants monitoring and water systems recovery. DSM tailings 

disposal is a complex issue. It relates to the production rate, the distance between mining site 

and the processing plan on-land, and discharged depth. Its calculation could refer to the theory 

of sediment plume transport (Ma et al., 2018a). For species disturbance, only relying on the 

numerical calculation method is not sufficient to determine the species disturbances, which 

also require the in situ measurement. Species disturbance is related to abundance, biomass, 

number of taxa, taxon richness and species diversity (Jewett et al., 1999).       

In addition, there is seldom quantitative research addressing the interconnections between 

different environmental impacts in DSM project. The quantification of the influence of the 

sediment plume and sedimentation on species disturbances, as one of the most important and 

most noticeable and eye-catching issue, is emphasized. This relationship is analysed by 

introducing the related theories in the fields of dredging, ocean farming, fishery, coastal 

mining, and estuary ecosystem protection into DSM industry (Newcombe and Jensen, 1996; 

Kjelland et al., 2015; Cyrus and Blaber, 1987a; Dyer, 1972; Müller and Suess, 1979; Thrush 

and Dayton, 2002; Lohrer et al., 2006; Trueblood and Ozturgut, 1997). The driving factors of 

species disturbances resulting from sediment plumes are changes of ocean water turbidity, 

total organic carbon content, sedimentation rate, and sedimentation thickness, and the result of 

species disturbance is reflected by the severity of ill effect.           

This chapter builds on the literature review paper of the author (Ma et al., 2018a) where the 

numerical calculation method of DSM environmental impact is selected. This chapter is 

developed on the basis of the literature review paper, which is also an application of the 

selected method (literature review major contributions). Besides the numerical calculations of 

DSM environmental impacts focusing on the initial disturbances and plume source, sediment 

plume, and species disturbances, the most novelty part is to analyse the interconnection 

between the sediment plume and the species disturbances particularly. The objective of this 

chapter is to demonstrate the application of the selected numerical calculation model for DSM 

environmental impacts. The chapter is arranged as follows: The method section describes the 

selected numerical calculation method. Section three proposes a quantification of influences 

of the sediment plume and sedimentation on species disturbances. The fourth section shows 

the calculation results and discussions. The discussions of the calculation results of 

interconnections between sediment plume and species disturbances are noted in section five. 

Then, in section six, conclusions and recommendations are given. 
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5.2. Research Method   

5.2.1. Description of the numerical calculation method for DSM 

environmental impacts         

Based on a systematic literature review paper of the author (Ma et al., 2018a), a numerical 

calculation framework for DSM environmental impacts is proposed in Figure 5.1. 

 

Figure 5.1: Schematic diagram of DSM environmental impacts framework. Notes: the 

numbers of 1-11 represent the relationship between different environmental impacts, and also 

the relations between different DSM activities. The initial DSM disturbances and plume 

source are one of the major causes of sediment plume (1). In the DSM project of manganese 

nodules, the preliminary separation could be used to decrease the useless sediment in the 

minerals mixtures (2), and a part of tailings would be piled on the seafloor (4). 

Simultaneously, the minerals separation process would be another source of sediment plume 

(3). After undertaking the minerals transport and processing processes, a new sediment plume 

source will be caused by the tailings disposal (5). The deposited sediment on the seafloor is 

another cause of DSM tailings (7). The species disturbance could be influenced by the tailings 

(8), and sediment plume (6). The environmental impacts resulting from DSM activities, e.g., 

sediment plume, are selected to be emphasized in this chapter. It is because we believe these 

kinds of influences would give a large impact on the ocean environment. Finally, the whole 

environmental impacts assessment derived from DSM industry is evaluated by the initial 

DSM disturbances and plume sources, sediment plume, tailings, and species disturbances (9-

11). The seafloor sediment excavation, i.e., the physical disturbances, would also influence 

the benthic marine species (12) (Ma et al., 2018a).                

The DSM environmental impacts depicted in Figure 5.1 consist of the following aspects: (i) 

the initial DSM disturbances and plume source; (ii) species disturbances; (iii) sediment 

plume; and (iv) tailings.    
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Following the research framework described in Figure 5.1, the detailed numerical calculations 

of different environmental impacts are explained as follows. Here, we would like to 

emphasize that the framework in Figure 5.1 and the following researches are designed 

specifically for deep ocean manganese nodules mining projects. For the analysed deep sea 

mining activities in this chapter, mineral nodule storages are assumed to be sufficient within 

the mining period. In addition, the complex topography of seafloor is also not taken into 

consideration, which is assumed to be horizontal in this chapter.    

5.2.2. The initial DSM disturbances and plume source   

The initial DSM disturbances and plume source are researched first. The numerical 

calculation in this section is based on the empirical formulas and estimations (Ma et al., 

2018a).     

 Disturbing rate 

The disturbing rate of the seafloor are firmly connected with the dimension of seafloor 

working vehicles and its working velocity 
mv , sediment mined thickness 

mt , and the in-situ 

density of seafloor sediment 
d  (Ma et al., 2018a; Sharma, 2011).    

 Resuspended sediment 

Then the resuspended sediment could be estimated with Eq. 5.1 (Sharma, 2011; Thiel and 

Tiefsee-Umweltschutz, 2001; Becker et al., 2001).       

p s pm m                                                               (5.1) 

in which 
pm  is the particles resuspended rate [kg/s], 

p  is a estimation coefficient which 

depicts the percentage of resuspended particles. The value of 
p  would be highly depended on 

the excavation method of the mining device (jetting/cutting), which is estimated to be 

approximately 16% by Thiel and Tiefsee-Umweltschutz (2001) according to a series of in situ 

experiments with a hybrid (mechanical and hydrodynamic) miner.  

 Wake flow 

Wake flow, which is described as a turbulent flow around the seafloor vehicles, is proposed 

by Oebius et al. (2001), which is also determined by the seafloor working vehicle dimension 

(width 
mW  and height 

wh ).   

 Sediment plume source 

The sediment plume source is defined as follows. Firstly, the maximum mass concentration 

along the vertical direction is assumed to decrease according to a negative exponential 

principle, see Eq. 5.2 (Jankowski et al., 1996).        

0 5

0

. z

s sC ( z ) C e                                                         (5.2) 
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in which the superscript symbol z  is the vertical coordinate above the seafloor [m], 
sC  is the 

mass concentration of suspended particles [kg/m
3
], 

0sC  is the mass concentration of 

suspension particles nearby the sediment plume source. Secondly, after the estimation of 

maximum mass concentration, the distribution of mass concentration in each horizontal plane 

is according to a Gaussian distribution as follows (Jankowski et al., 1996).       

   
2 2

22

max max

s s _ max

xy

x x y y
C C exp



   
   
 
 

                                  (5.3) 

in which 
maxx  and 

maxy  are the coordinates for the maximum point which is assumed to be 

initial sediment plume source point, 
xy  is the standard deviation representing the sediment 

plume influencing range.       

5.2.3. Species disturbances        

Based on the literature review, almost all of these numerical calculation methods of species 

disturbances need experimental tests to obtain the species information as the input. The 

collected species information, e.g., number of species and individuals’ number of different 

species, would undertake a mathematical processing following Eq. 5.4-5.5 (Margalef, 1958; 

Simpson, 1949; Shannon, 2001). These parameters in Eq. 5.4-5.5 analyse the species 

disturbances focusing on different species characteristics (Ma et al., 2018a; Jewett et al., 

1999; Oebius, 1997). An integrated species index is proposed characterising the benthic 

species communities. The integrated species index is composed of Margalef’s indices, 

Shannon diversity index, and Simpson diversity index, see Eq. 5.4, which could be 

understood as a standard multi-metric parameter (Ma et al., 2018a).          

 1 2 3 3 4bef / aft V N H SSD I I I I ' I D D D D                         (5.4) 

in which SD  represents the integrated species index, subscripts of ‘ bef ’ and ‘ aft ’ represent 

the species information sampling before and after the DSM activities respectively, 

 1 2 3 3 4 V NI I I I ' I D D , 
HD , and 

SD  are the Margalef’s indices, Shannon diversity 

index, and Simpson diversity index respectively, which are calculated with Eq. 5.5 (Jewett et 

al., 1999; Oebius, 1997; Margalef, 1958; Simpson, 1949; Shannon, 2001).   
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in which N  is the total number of different kinds of species, S  is the number of species, 
1N ,

2N ,…, and 
SN  are the individuals’ number of different species, 

ip  is the proportion of specie 

i .     

The species disturbance is reflected by the variance of the integrated species index before and 

after the DSM activity (Ma et al., 2018a).    
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                                         (5.6) 

in which  Var SD  is the variance of the two sets of species disturbances indices. The criteria 

judging the species disturbance resulting from DSM activity is that: the smaller the variance 

is, the smaller the DSM impacts are. 

5.2.4. Sediment plume   

Based on the systematic literature review, Jankowski’s model is selected as the numerical 

calculation method for sediment plume caused by DSM activity. The transport of sediment 

plume could be calculated by an advection-diffusion model, see Eq. 5.7 (Jankowski et al., 

1996; Ancey et al., 2015; Mirza and Vieru, 2017). 

 s ss s s s s s s
x y z c

w CC C C C C C C
u v w q

t x y z z x x y y z z
  

              
                 

              
  (5.7) 
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in which 
sw  is settling velocity [m/s], u , v , w  are the fluid velocity in the directions of x , y , 

z  respectively [m/s], x , y , and z  are the coordinate axis of the sediment plume calculation 

area which is set to be a cuboid lying on the seafloor, axis x  represents the east direction, axis 

y  represents the north direction, the original point of the coordinate system is located on the 

seafloor, t  is the time [s], 
x , 

y , 
z  are the dispersion coefficient of sediment plume in three 

different directions respectively, the horizontal dispersion coefficients , i.e., 
x  and 

y , are set 

to be constant, i.e., 1.0 m
2
/s, the vertical dispersion coefficient, i.e., 

z , is determined by 

     
2 22

z f Ri l u / z v / z         , l  is the mixing length which is related to the bottom 

boundary layer thickness,  f Ri  is the damping function (Sheng, 1983), Ri  is the Richardson 

number which could be calculated by 
2 2

g u v
Ri /

z z z





      
             

 (Jankowski et al., 1996), 

cq  is the source term describing discharge [ 3kg / m s ].      

To calculate a more accurate sediment plume transport, Jankowski et al. (1996) claimed that 

the following aspects should be taken into consideration the settling velocity, particles 

deposition and seafloor erosion, particles flocculation and breakup, and particles scavenging 

phenomena. In which the explanation of the numerical calculation of current velocity 

conditions is listed in Appendix A (Jankowski et al., 1996). 

 Settling velocity 

The calculation method of settling velocity is closely related to the particles diameter, see Eq. 

5.8 (Cheng, 1997; Van Wijk et al., 2014; Khatmullina and Isachenko, 2017).      
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           (5.8) 

in which 
sd  is the particles diameter [m],  s l l/     , 

s  is the density of solid sediment 

[kg/m
3
], and  

1 3
2

/

* sd g / d    .      

 Particles deposition and seafloor erosion 

The phenomena of particles deposition and seafloor erosion are related closely to the current 

velocity nearby the seafloor. The sediment flux rate nearby the seafloor is formulated as Eq. 

5.9 (Jankowski et al., 1996).     

s
s s z s s d res ebot

bot

C
w C w C f M f

z

 

        
                              (5.9) 
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in which 
resM  is the erosion rate [ 2kg / m s ], 

df  and 
ef  are the probabilities for particles 

deposition and erosion, which are determined by the differences between bed shear stress and 

the critical shear stress of deposition and erosion, 
b  is the bed shear stress [Pa], 

cd  is the 

critical deposition shear stress [Pa], 
ce  is the critical erosion shear stress [Pa].                 

 Particles flocculation and breakup 

Flocculation is a process in which particles of clay and organic matter stick together to form 

large flocs (Buffle et al., 1998). The flocculation phenomenon is closely related to the 

particles collisions. The breakup of particles coagulation can be determined by Kolmogorov 

length. It is assumed that the particles coagulation will breakup when its size is larger than 

Kolmogorov length (Jankowski et al., 1996). The Kolmogorov length is a characteristic 

parameter in turbulent flow which is influenced by both molecular viscosity of fluid and 

dissipation of turbulent kinetic energy, see Eq. 5.10 (Murhammer and Goochee, 1990). The 

density of flocculation is set to be 2985 kg/m
3
 in this chapter.   

 
1 4

3
/

/                                                      (5.10) 

in which   is the dissipation of turbulent kinetic energy, which is set to be 85 0 10.   m
2
/s

3
 

(Monin and Ozmidov, 1985).    

The particles flocculation probabilities could be calculated as follows (McCave, 1984; 

Williams, 1986).  

K E                                                          (5.11) 

in which   represents the flocculation (collision) coefficient [m
3
/s], E  is the collision 

efficiency.      

The diameters of particles researched in this chapter are set to be 10 m , 50 m , 100 m  

respectively. The comparisons of flocculation probabilities are calculated, which is shown in 

Figure 5.2. 
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Figure 5.2: Comparisons of collision probabilities derived from Brownian motions, turbulent 

inertial, differential settling, and laminar and turbulent shear. Note: both 
s _ id  and 

s _ jd  

represent the collision particles, in which 
s _ id  represents the selected target particles colliding 

with the variable particle 
s _ jd .       

Analysing the figure above, it shows that Brownian motion and differential settling 

coagulation play the major role in particles collision, when impact particles are smaller than 

roughly 0.1 m  and larger than roughly 1000 m  respectively (Jankowski et al., 1996). For 

impacts particles ranging from 0.1 m  to 100 m , in Figure 5.2 (a-c), laminar and turbulent 

shear determines the flocculation probabilities. Additionally, the sum of flocculation 

probability is usually determined by the dominant influencing factor. 

After considering the coagulation kernel and probabilities, the number and mass concentration 

decreases of suspension particles can be calculated as follows (Jankowski et al., 1996).  

dn
n

dt
                                                      (5.12) 

3

6

s s sdC d dn

dt dt

  
                                               (5.13) 

 Particles scavenging   

The suspension particles in the sediment plume might also be scavenged by the external 

particles originating in the upper ocean layers – marine snow (Jankowski et al., 1996). The 

marine snow, which is defined as macroscopic aggregates of detritus, living organisms and 
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inorganic matter (Alldredge and Silver, 1988), is assumed to be another important source for 

suspended particles scavenging in the deep ocean. The relationship of mass concentration 

decrease of suspended particles in the deep ocean can be calculated as follows (Jankowski et 

al., 1996).        

2

4

s
s s _ ms s _ ms s

dC
E n d w C

dt



                                            (5.14) 

in which E
 is the scavenging efficiency by marine snow, 

sn  is the particles in marine snow, 

which is determined by the particles number concentration, i.e., 
sn V O  , in which V  is the 

marine snow volume, O  is the particles number concentration [partic./m
3
], 

s _ msd  is the 

particles diameter in marine snow [m], 
s _ msw  is the settling velocity of marine snow particles 

[m/s]. 

5.2.5. Tailings disposal  

After the minerals processing, one perspective is that the generated tailings could be 

discharged in the ocean through a pipe system extended to the depth of 1100 m in the ocean 

(Gideiri, 1984; Nawab, 1984). Another perspective regarding tailings disposal is to send 

tailings to the seabed (ECORYS, 2014). In this chapter, tailings are assumed released on the 

seafloor. Therefore, the tailings transport principle could be regarded as the same as the 

sediment plume transport in section 5.2.4. The difference exists on the generating rate of 

tailings, which could be estimated as Eq. 5.15 (Chung et al., 2001).  

ts s ts sm m                                                        (5.15) 

in which 
tsm  is the mass rate of solid tailings [kg/s], 

ts  is the mean percentage of tailings in 

gross minerals mixtures, 
s  is the percentage of tailings which can be separated after a 

preliminary processing on the sea.      

5.3. Quantification of influences of sediment plume 

and sedimentation on species disturbances  

As different environmental impacts are closely related to each other, in this section, the 

quantification of influences of sediment plume and sedimentation on species disturbances, as 

one of the most important and most noticeable and eye-catching DSM environmental issue, is 

emphasized. Both the sediment plume cloud, i.e., suspended sediment, and the subsequent 

sedimentations, i.e., deposited sediment, would pose a threat, or challenge to the benthic 

marine species. The research in this section tries to collect a series of ecological indicators to 

explain the influencing intensities of sediment plume and sedimentation on the marine 

species. Its relationship could be majorly explained as the species responses to sediment 

plume, and is drawn as Figure 5.3.   
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Figure 5.3: The schematic diagram describing the relationship between sediment plume and 

species disturbances. 

The sediment plume influencing species could be explained in two major ways: particles 

suspension and resedimentation. The influences caused by suspension particles might consist 

of suspension particles concentration change, residence time of this event (also named 

exposure time and duration) and oxygen concentration change related to the concentration 

change. The increased solids concentration can affect the species respiratory system and 

species feeding system. The resedimentation rate and thickness are the most important 

influencing aspects when particles settle from the sediment plume. In addition, the total 

amount of organic carbon is closely related to the sediments depositions. Besides all the 

influencing aspects aforementioned, there are other insignificant aspects which are also 

mentioned by researchers in different degrees including mature time changes of larval, toxic 

elements adoption, temperature and salinity changes (Van Dover, 2014; Rodrigues et al., 

2001; Sharma and Nath, 1997; Trueblood and Ozturgut, 1997; Raghukumar et al., 2001).  

The biological response function to sediment plume is set to be a bridge between sediment 

plume and species disturbances. The research on species responses to DSM activities have 

been emphasized for a long time (Hughes et al., 2015; Morello et al., 2016; Brooks et al., 

2015; Simpson and Spadaro, 2016; Haywood et al., 2016; Ramirez-Llodra et al., 2015). For 

instance, Brooks et al. (2015) analysed the blue mussel reflections to the discharged tailings 

from an iron ore mine focusing on the integrated biomarker assessment. In their research, the 

biomarkers consist of stress on stress (SS), condition index (CI), cellular energy allocation 

(CEA), micronuclei formation (MN), lysosomal membrane stability (LMS), basophilic cell 

volume (VvBAS), and neutral lipid accumulation (NL). Brooks et al. (2015) integrated the 

whole above mentioned individual biomarkers into an integrated biological response (IBR) 

index. The working principle of the integrated biological response is based on the change rate 

or relative difference between all the biomarkers in each given data set, which could be 

defined as a simple multi-metric approach. Simpson and Spadaro (2016) analysed the benthic 
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marine invertebrate responses to deep ocean sulfides mineral exploration in terms of 

bioavailability and chronic toxicity, which results indicate that the parameter of dilute-acid 

extractable metal concentration is firmly connected with ecosystem risk assessment by the 

mine-derived materials. The research conducted by Brooks et al. (2015) and Simpson and 

Spadaro (2016) raised very frontier species responses to tailings disposal and seabed 

exploration focusing on the some too much meticulous indicators, such as cellular energy 

allocation. However, these ecological indicators and biomarkers are difficult to connect 

directly with the calculation results of sediment plume. Haywood et al. (2016) focused on the 

coral responses to mine tailings disposal which results prove that the tailings disposal would 

reduce coral species richness and coral cover proportion within a specific limited impact 

range.  

However, although the qualitative theoretical research is available, there is seldom such 

quantitative research addressing this problem directly and completely for DSM activities and 

connecting firmly and directly with the calculation results in sediment plume (Van Dover, 

2014; Richmond, 1993; Glover and Smith, 2003). Various kinds of models, empirical 

formulas, and semi-quantitative researches in the other fields, e.g., dredging, ocean farming, 

fishing and estuary ecology protection, are introduced in DSM industry trying to address this 

problem focusing on the severity of ill effect, deep ocean water turbidity, total amount of 

organic carbon content change (Wenger et al., 2017; Berner, 2013; Hitchcock and Bell, 2004; 

Fukushima et al., 2000; Sharma et al., 2000; Sharma and Nath, 1997; Newcombe and Jensen, 

1996; Müller and Suess, 1979). The species disturbances caused by sediment plume could be 

reflected on the changes of species’ number, individuals’ number, biomass, mean body size, 

and biodiversity (Newell et al., 2002). 

5.3.1. Severity of ill effect  

Severity of ill effect was proposed by Newcombe and Jensen (1996) through a meta-analysis 

of 80 collected reports addressing fish responses to sediment plume in streams and estuaries. 

The limitation of this model is that it only considers the suspension particles concentration 

and duration time neglecting the other aspects such as the particles dimension, suspension rate 

and resedimentation thickness. In addition, the model only takes into consideration the ill 

effect, but no beneficial effect.  

The severity of ill effect is classified into four categories: nil effect, behavioural effects, 

sublethal effects and lethal and paralethal effects, see table 5.1 (Newcombe and Jensen, 1996).     

Table 5.1: Severity of ill effect on marine species description (Newcombe and Jensen, 1996).  

Severity Description of effects 

Nil effect 0 No behavioural effects 

Behavioural 

effects 

1 Alarm reaction 

2 Abandonment of cover 

3 Avoidance responses 

Sublethal effects 4 Short-term reduction in feeding rates; Short-term reduction in 
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feeding success;    

5 
Minor physiological stress; Increase in rate of coughing; Increase 

respiration rate; 

6 Moderate physiological effects; 

7 Moderate habitat degradation; Impaired home; 

8 

Indications of major physiological stress; Long-term reduction in 

feeding rate; Long-term reduction in feeding success; Poor 

condition; 

Lethal and 

paralethal effects 

9 Reduced growth rate; Delayed hatching; Reduced fish density; 

10 
0-20% mortality; Increased predation; Moderate to severe habitat 

degradation; 

11 >20%-40% mortality 

12 >40-60% mortality 

13 >60-80% mortality 

14 >80-100% mortality 

Based on the meta-analysis, an empirical formula describing the severity of ill effect on fish is 

proposed by Newcombe and Jensen, which is extended to be applied in marine species 

disturbances (1996).    

   if e e sS log t log C                                          (5.16) 

in which 
ifS  is the severity of ill effect described in table 5.1,  , ' , and   are the regression 

analysis coefficients.     

To keep the disturbed ecological system within a large recovering possibility, the species 

responses caused by sediment plume should not be worse than the sublethal effects degree, 

which means the value of severity of ill effect should not be larger than 8, please see Table 

5.1. 

As the formula of severity of ill effect described in Eq. 5.16, the regression analysis data are 

derived from the species experiments. The regression coefficients might be different focusing 

on various benthic ocean species. In this chapter, to analyse the severity of ill effect easily, a 

set of values for these regression coefficients are based on the experimental analyses carried 

out by Newcombe and Jensen (1996). As the empirical formulas, i.e., Eq. 5.16-5.17, are 

derived from some particular fish species in streams and estuaries, it should be validated for 

deep ocean conditions in the future.        

2 4661 0 9265 0 5118 8if sS . . ln( t ) . ln(C )                               (5.17) 

It should also be noted that benthic ocean species, which have a fast moving ability, have 

more possibilities to survive from a sublethal stress from suspended sediment rather than 

lethality, because they are able to move away from the disturbance area to a relative natural 

site compared to the sessile and less mobile species (Kjelland et al., 2015).     

5.3.2. Turbidity of Ocean Water   
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Ocean water turbidity nearby the mining site could be affected by the sediment plume. 

Increased ocean water turbidity might have a significant influence on the benthic marine 

species  depending on the durations and levels, because, generally, species have a particular 

preferable turbidity range (Cyrus and Blaber, 1987a; Dyer, 1972). In this chapter, 

Nephelometric Turbidity Unit (NTU) is used to describe the turbidity conditions, see Eq. 5.18 

(Cyrus and Blaber, 1987a).  

SNTU C                                                     (5.18) 

in which   and   are the regression analysis coefficients.   

To keep the species influences, resulting from ocean turbidity increase, within an 

environmental acceptable range as much as possible, its increase should be constrained as Eq. 

5.19.    

S t natureNTU C T                                             (5.19) 

in which 
natureT  is the turbidity value at the site without sediment plume influences [NTU], 

t  

is the risk factor which controls the acceptable turbidity changing range. In this chapter, a set 

of mean values of parameters  ,  , 
t , and 

natureT  for analysing the ocean water turbidity is 

given as follows: 0 2923.  , 1 0.  , 1 75t .  , 55natureT   (Cyrus and Blaber, 1987b).   

5.3.3. Total organic carbon & sedimentation rate  

Total organic carbon content (TOC) is also a very important and popular widely used 

ecological indicator connecting firmly with the dissolved concentration of O2 and CO2, which 

ensuing influences consist of the bacteria content within the water column, and even the 

atmospheric compositions (Smith et al., 2015; Rodríguez-Murillo et al., 2015; Al-Said et al., 

2018; Saleem et al., 2016). Total organic carbon (TOC) change is determined by the particles 

sedimentation rate. As we known, the organic carbon content exists in both the settled 

sediment and water columns. Compared to the organic carbon increase resulting from 

sedimentation, the organic carbon content within the water columns is quite small which 

might be neglected. Therefore, in this chapter, we focus on the total organic carbon content 

change caused by the sedimentation. Based on abundant experimental data, several empirical 

formulas focusing on the total organic carbon content and organic carbon accumulation are 

proposed by Müller and Suess (1979). It presents that there is a linear relationship between 

the total organic carbon content and the sedimentation rate through a regression analysis. 

However, these empirical formulas are much more suitable for the natural deposition 

conditions (with a small value of sedimentation rate), rather than the industrial scaled 

minerals deposition.  

Ibach (1982) noted that when sedimentation rate is smaller than a critical sedimentation rate 

value the total organic carbon content increases with the increase of sedimentation rate, i.e., 

positive (preservational effect). When sedimentation rate is larger than the critical value the 

total organic carbon decreases with the increase of sedimentation rate, i.e., negative (diluent) 
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effect. The relationship of total organic carbon content with the sedimentation rate could be 

described by a logarithmic formula, see Eq. 5.20 (Tyson, 2001; Ibach, 1982).     
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                                  (5.20) 

in which TOC  is the total organic carbon content [%], Se  is the sedimentation rate [m/m.y.], 

1a , 
1b , 

2a , 
2b  are the coefficients determined through the regression analysis, 

criS  is the 

critical sedimentation rate where the maximum total organic carbon content is. In this chapter, 

to take the total organic carbon content and sedimentation rate into consideration, the 

following set of values for these coefficients is given: 
1a =0.1851, 

1b =1.2318, 
2a =-0.5255, 

2b

=2.6530 (Tyson, 2001; Ibach, 1982).   

To confine the total organic carbon content change (sedimentation rate) within an 

environment acceptable degree as much as possible, it forms another constraint for the 

sediment plume transport in deep sea. 

sp nat tocTOC / TOC                                             (5.21) 

in which 
spTOC  is the total organic carbon influenced by the sediment plume, 

toc  is a risk 

factor which should be determined from experimental data,
natTOC  is the natural value of total 

organic carbon content of the DSM sites, which is set to be 1.5%.  

5.3.4. Sedimentation thickness  

Lohrer et al. (2006) analysed the responses of benthic marine macrobenthos to sediments 

deposition inside and outside a small harbour in northern New Zealand at thickness of 3 mm 

and 7 mm respectively. Both deposition conditions could cause a significant change for coarse 

sand species. The deposition thickness 7 mm, particularly, would also influence a lot on the 

muddier species community (Lohrer et al., 2006). In DSM industry, although the major 

resedimentation materials are from the benthic ocean seafloor, which seem to be 

environmental friendly, its sudden deposition might also form a great threat to the benthic 

marine species (Thrush and Dayton, 2002). The thicker and faster the sedimentation thickness 

forms, the more intensive the influences on the species community are. In addition, Thrush 

and Dayton (2002) also claimed that the most obvious deposition impacts to benthic species 

community might occur within the first three days after the disturbances.  

Cummings et al. (2003) suggested that the impacts on the benthic ocean species community 

would be a catastrophic event if the sedimentation thickness of solids is more than 10 cm. 

Based on the deposition experiments focusing on worms, Miller et al. (2002) noted that when 

analysing the worms responses to deposition thicknesses of 0.5 cm, 1 cm, and 2 cm 

respectively, only the deposition thickness of 2 cm leads to a lethal degree effect for worms. 

Based on the field tests in BIE (Benthic Impact Experiment Project) and the other projects, 

the sedimentation thickness resulting from the anthropogenic activities is roughly 1-2 cm, 

which impacts on benthic ocean species are too much dependent on the disturbance degrees 
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(Trueblood and Ozturgut, 1997). Based on the in-situ field tests carried out by Metal Mining 

Agency of Japan (MMAJ) in 1994, the sedimentation thickness caused by seafloor 

disturbance is up to 19.5 mm (Jones et al., 2017).        

Taking into consideration all the information aforementioned and the larger scale and more 

intensive disturbances in real DSM working conditions, a critical thickness for deposition is 

preliminarily estimated to be 2 cm to keep the species disturbances within an environmental 

acceptable degree. In the literature review, we expressed clearly about the source of these 

experimental data. We refer these data into DSM activities. As the DSM environment is 

completely different with the estuary or harbour environment, a more accurate data could be 

determined combining with the deep sea in situ measurement. Therefore, the critical thickness 

for deposition is assumed to be valid for deep sea.    

5.3.5. Others  

As the major content of this chapter is specifically focusing on the total framework of DSM 

environmental impacts, only several typical parameters are discussed and analysed. Except 

the aforementioned ecological indicators, researchers also proposed many the other related 

indicators addressing the ecological responses to seabed disturbances (Smit et al., 2008; 

Aldenberg et al., 2001; Kutti et al., 2015; Trannum et al., 2018). Taking an example of species 

sensitivity distribution, it is a probabilistic model and originally designed for the risk 

assessment of biological species for one particular toxicant or a set of toxicants (Aldenberg et 

al., 2001). Then, Smit et al. (2008) extended the application range of species sensitivity 

distribution for three nontoxic stressors: suspended clays, sedimentation thickness, and the 

change in sediment grain size. The nature for species sensitivity distribution is also focusing 

on its variance between the conditions before and after the seabed distributions in terms of 

species mortality ratio.  

Besides these constraints mentioned above, there are other aspects which should also be 

considered in the future, including the oxygen concentration change, toxic elements 

accumulation, changes of species feeding and respiratory system.   

5.4. Calculations and Discussion 

The calculation method for the quantification of DSM environmental impacts, is illustrated as 

follows. DSM project: located at 26.5° N, 146° W; target mineral: manganese nodule, with 

dry density of 3750kg/m
3
; depth: 4800m. Other parameters are based on Chung et al., 2001; 

Oebius et al., 2001; Jankowski et al., 1996; Thiel and Tiefsee-Umweltschutz, 2001, shown in 

table 5.2.   

Table 5.2: Parameters used for numerical calculation of DSM environmental impacts. 

Parame

ters 
Values 

Paramet

ers 
Values 

Paramet

ers 
Values 

Parame

ters 
Values 
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d  
32000kg / m  

mv  0 75. m / s  
mW  6m  

mh  3m  

mt  0 055. m  p  16%  
ts  72%  

s  60%  

x  21 0. m / s  y  21 0. m / s  E  0.001 O  3300part / m  

g  29 8. m / s  
cd  0 10. pa  

ce  0 13. pa  k  
23

2 2 1

1 38 10.

m kg s K



 



  
 

befS  9 befN  166 1 2 9N :N : :N =91:35:15:10:6:5:2:1:1  

aftS  3 aftN  35 1 2 3N :N :N =21:11:3  

Note: The species sampling information is collected within one week nearby the DSM area in 

a volume roughly 100 m
3
; 

1N : 
2N : …: 

SN  represents the individuals number of different 

species; 
d  - in-situ density of seafloor sediment; 

mv  - mean velocity of seafloor vehicle; 
mW  

- mining width of the seafloor vehicle; 
mh  - height of the wake flow; 

mt  - thickness of the 

mined sediment (Chung et al., 2001); 
p  - estimation value for percentage of resuspended 

particles; 
ts  - estimation value of percentage of tailings in gross mineral mixtures; 

s  - 

estimation value for percentage of removed tailings (Oebius et al., 2001; Thiel and Tiefsee 

Umweltschutz, 2001); 
x , 

y  - dispersion coefficient in horizontal directions (Jankowski et 

al., 1996); E
 - scavenging efficiency by marine snow; O  - particles density of marine snow; 

cd  - critical deposition shear stress; 
ce  - critical erosion shear stress (Shi et al., 2015); k  - 

Boltzmann constant; 
bef aftS /S  - species’ number before and after the DSM disturbances; 

bef aftN /N  - individuals’ number before and after the DSM disturbances.    

5.4.1. The initial DSM disturbances and plume source 

Based on Eq. 5.1-5.3, the initial DSM disturbances and plume source were calculated. The 

calculation results are listed in Table 5.3.                   

Table 5.3: Results of the initial DSM disturbances and plume source following Eq. 5.1-5.3. 

Parameters dA  
dV  

dm  
sm  pm  

wV  

Results 24 5. m / s  30 25. m / s  495kg / s  177 1. kg / s  28 3. kg / s  340 5. m / s  

Notes: 
dA  is the disturbing rate of seafloor area, 

dV  is the volume disturbing rate of saturated 

sediment, 
dm  is the mass disturbing rate of saturated sediment, 

sm is the mass disturbed rate 

of solid sediment, 
pm  is the resuspended sediment, 

wV  represents the volume of wake flow.           

Analysing the data (table 5.3), from the quantification of DSM environmental impacts 

hypothetical project, we observed that the disturbance of the seafloor will have a rate of 
24 5. m / s , i.e., 

dA . If we set the workdays in 300 days per year, the total influencing area of 

this DSM project will be up to 2332.8 km
2
 with estimated period of 20 years of intense 
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mining. Besides the seafloor disturbing parameters, the resuspended rate of sediment could be 

estimated based on the total amount of disturbed sediment.  

Therefore, the mass rate of suspension particles (
pm  in table 5.3) was used to estimate the 

initial mass concentration of sediment plume nearby the seafloor, see Eq. 5.22. Then the 

vertical distribution of the maximum mass concentration above the source point was 

calculated with Eq. 5.2. In the horizontal transport of sediment plume, its distribution 

complies with the Gaussian equation, as Eq. 5.3.       

0

p d

s

m t
C

dx dy dz




 
                                                  (5.22) 

in which 
dt  is the total disturbance time, which is set to be 50 h, dx , dy , dz  are the 

resolutions of the calculation space [m].    

5.4.2. Species disturbances   

Based on Eq. 5.4-5.6 and the species sampling information given in table 5.2, the species 

disturbances indices before and after the DSM activities were calculated and presented in 

table 5.4.   

Table 5.4. Species characteristic parameters comparisons before and after the DSM activities. 

Parameters Before DSM After DSM Parameters Before DSM After DSM 

1I  7.38 5.13 VD  3.12 0.40 

2I  43.39 9.13 ND  1.88 1.13 

3I  311.98 39.63 HD  1.38 0.88 

 
3I '  937.47 107.70 SD  0.64 0.55 

4I  989.99 132.95 --- ---- --- 

SD  
befSD  [7.38 43.39 311.98 937.47 989.99 3.12 1.88 1.38 0.64] 

aftSD  [5.13 9.13 39.63 107.70 132.95 0.40 1.13 0.88 0.55] 

Var   
 

 

2
9

1

1 0 45
aft

i bef

SD i
Var SD E .

SD i

  
    

    

  

Based on the given species information in Table 5.2, the most significant change on deep-sea 

communities is the decrease of total biomass and biological species categories. The variance 

of the integrated species index before and after DSM activity could be used to reflect the deep 

sea species disturbances. The variance here 0 45.  represents the DSM influencing degrees on 

the deep sea communities. A larger variance represents a higher influencing degree on the 

deep sea communities.        
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5.4.3. Sediment plume       

Besides the parameters given in Table 5.2, the current velocity nearby the seafloor is required 

for the sediment plume calculation. The current velocity of 100 m above the seafloor is 

assumed as Figure 5.4. Based on the given velocity profile in Figure 5.4, the deep sea current 

model in Appendix A was used to calculate the velocity profiles in the researched area 

considering the long gravity wave and geostrophic equilibrium current (Jankowski et al., 

1996).      

 

Figure 5.4: The assumed current velocity profile at 100 m above the seafloor. Notes: V  

represents the speed of the current velocity profile, and   represents the angle between the 

velocity and the latitude direction.     

 Effect of seafloor erosion and particles deposition, flocculation and breakup and marine 

scavenging 

Compared to the other conventional sediment plume transport methods, the model adopted in 

this chapter considers the phenomena of seafloor erosion and particles deposition, flocculation 

and coagulations breakup, and marine scavenging. Figure 5.5 compares the influencing 

degrees on sediment plume transport by seafloor erosion, particles deposition, flocculation, 

coagulations breakup, and marine scavenging phenomena.  
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Figure 5.5: Comparisons of influencing degrees of seafloor erosion and deposition, particles 

flocculation and breakup and marine scavenging phenomena on sediment plume. Notes: 

Suspension percentage is the ratio between the suspended particles mass at time t  and the 

initial suspended particles mass.  

Analysing Fig. 5.5 (a), it presents that the suspended particles transport is influenced greatly 

by seafloor erosion and particles deposition. This phenomenon accelerates the suspension 

particles deposition process. The increase of suspended percentage could be caused by the 

seafloor erosion by adding more particles into the water columns, while its decrease might be 

caused by the particles deposition. These two phenomena are determined by the differences 

between the bed shear stress and the critical shear stress of seafloor erosion and deposition, 

which is closely related to the bottom current velocity profiles. Moreover, as the deep sea 

current velocity is generally small (<0.15m/s) (Jankowski et al., 1996), the phenomenon of 

particles deposition plays a more conspicuous role than seafloor erosion. However, if the 

sediment plume occurs at places with a relative high velocity (with a large erosion rate), the 

influencing degrees of phenomenon of seafloor erosion might be significant. Analysing Fig. 

5.5 (b), the suspension percentage lines with and without influenced by particles flocculation 

and breakup are basically coincide together. It is because the particles flocculation probability 

caused by the Brownian motion, turbulent inertial, differential settling and laminar and 

turbulent shear is quite small, which value ranges from 1710  m
3
/s to 810  m

3
/s. The small 

value of particles flocculation probability makes its influencing degree on sediment plume 
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transport negligible. However, if the environment friendly coagulant is added into the 

sediment plume, it might be helpful to accelerate the suspended particles deposition process. 

Obviously, Fig. 5.5 (c) presents that the phenomenon of marine scavenging is beneficial to 

decrease the mass concentration of suspended particles. Cooperating with Eq. 5.14, it shows 

that the scavenging rate is closely related to the scavenging particles diameter and its density 

nearby water columns. In order to understand clearly how these parameters, e.g., scavenging 

particles diameter and its density, affect the suspension particles deposition process, the 

corresponding sensitivity analyses are given in Figure 5.6.    
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Figure 5.6: Sensitivity analyses of parameters in phenomena of seafloor erosion and particles 

deposition, particles flocculation and breakup, and marine scavenging. Notes: Figure 5.6 (a-c) 

represent the sensitivity analyses of seafloor erosion and particles deposition, particles 

flocculation and break, and marine scavenging respectively.  

Analysing Fig. 5.6 (a), when the erosion rate is large enough, e.g., 5 21 10 kg / m s  , the 

suspension sediment percentage could be influenced significantly by the phenomena of 

seafloor erosion and deposition. After 100 hours transport, the suspension particles percentage 

of erosion rate at 5 21 10 kg / m s  , i.e., the green line, is roughly 28%, which is much larger 

than the sediment plume with erosion rate at 6 21 10 kg / m s   (roughly 19%). Although 

suspended particles still decreased with the time going on, there exist some fluctuations in the 

line of suspension sediment percentage, which might be caused by the sudden increase of 

mass concentration resulting from the seafloor erosion. In these conditions, the sediment 

plume would require more time to settle down completely. In Fig. 5.6 (b), the sensitivity of 

phenomena particles flocculation and breakup is analysed focusing on the particles 

flocculation possibility. Analysing Fig. 5.6 (b),, when the particles flocculation possibility is 

smaller than magnitude of 810  m
3
 partic./s, there is almost no impacts on the suspension 

particles percentage resulting from particles flocculation and breakup. In these conditions the 

decreased suspension particles from flocculation account for only a small proportion. When 

the particles flocculation possibility is larger than magnitude of 610 , the suspension particles 

would be deposited much faster resulting from flocculation phenomenon. Therefore, in DSM 

project, adding the natural environmental friendly coagulant within the sediment plume area 

could accelerate the deposition process of sediment plume. In Fig. 5.6 (c), the density and 

dimensions of marine scavenging particles are focused on analysing the sensitivity of 

phenomenon of marine scavenging. Fig. 5.6 (c) shows that both a larger scavenging particle 

diameter and more of them would be helpful to speed up the suspension particles deposition 

process. In addition, the parameter of scavenging particles dimension plays a more 

conspicuous role than the parameter of its density. This could be explained by Eq. 5.14, where 
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shows that the decrease of suspension particles percentage has a quadratic relationship with 

scavenging particles diameter.     

 Influencing degrees on sediment plume transport from various current conditions      

Sediment plume could also be influenced by the current conditions nearby the seafloor (Thiel 

and Tiefsee-Umweltschutz, 2001). Figure 5.7 shows the sediment plume transport under 

different current conditions.      

 

Figure 5.7: Comparisons of influencing degrees from two different kinds of current 

conditions. Current A is a random assumed current which maximum velocity is no more than 

0.10 m/s, current B is another assumed current which maximum velocity is no more than 0.05 

m/s. Both current conditions are shown in Figure 5.4. Particle diameter of sediment plume is 

set to be 10 m .   

The calculation results in Figure 5.7 show that the sediment plume mass distribution could be 

influenced significantly by the current conditions. Analysing the lines of suspension particles 

percentage, when the current is strong, i.e., current A, the residence time of sediment plume is 

longer than that in weak current. It means that a weak current condition is more suitable for 

suspension particles deposition than a current condition with larger velocity. However, if 

sediment plume deposits fast, it might also be a threat to the benthic ocean species 

community. It could be caused by that benthic ocean species have less time to adapt the fast 

increased sedimentation on them (Duckworth et al., 2017; Rogers, 1990; Gutiérrez et al., 

2003; Thatje et al., 2005).     

 Influencing degrees on sediment plume transport from different particle 

diameters 

Figure 5.8 depicts the sediment plume transport for three different particles sizes.     
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Figure 5.8: Comparisons of three different kinds of sediment plume conditions influenced by 

various particles diameters. 

Figure 5.8 compares sediment plume influencing degrees by different particles diameter with 

10 m , 50 m , and 100 m  respectively. It shows that the fine particles can be transport for a 

longer time compared to the coarse particles. Based on the calculation results, it could be 

estimated that the residence time for fine particles, i.e., 50sd m , is roughly 60 h, and that of 

the coarse particles, i.e., 100sd m , is roughly 20 h. The calculation results are 

approximately consistent with the data given in DISCOL experiment that the residence time 

of particles with settling velocity 410sw   m/s is at the order of 1.5-6 days (Jankowski et al., 

1996; ISA, 2018b). The large scale DISCOL experiments were carried out during 1989-1996 

at Pacific and Indian Oceans focusing on the environmental impacts assessment and 

recolonization process after a series of seabed disturbances with a plow harrow device. The 

results given in DISCOL project are determined by in-situ measurements, which try to 

simulate the real DSM working conditions as much as possible with a real seabed disturber 

(Schriever et al., 1997; Foell et al., 1990). The calculation result depends largely on the 

assumed initial mass concentration distribution. However, if the calculation results are almost 

consistent with the project data, it might be an evidence to prove the results.   

 Thickness of resedimentation 

In addition to the suspended percentage, the thickness of resedimentation on the seafloor is 

also a very important parameter. Figure 5.9 depicts the thickness profiles of resedimented 

particles.  
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Figure 5.9: Thickness of resedimented particles. (a) 
maxt  means the maximum thickness of 

resedimented particles on seafloor [mm]; (b) and (c) represent the top view of the 

resedimentation thickness profile within the researched area, which is measured at time of 5 h 

and 100 h respectively after the sediment release; The particles diameter here is 10 m .                

Analysing Figure 5.9, it presents the maximum thickness of resedimented sediment after 

DSM activity. The maximum value of 
maxt  in this case is approximately 17 mm. It is a bit 

larger than the experiment data measured in Benthic Impact Experiment Project (BIE), i.e., 10 

mm, and Japan Experimental Test (JET), i.e., 1.9 mm (Jankowski and Zielke, 1997). It might 

be caused by: (i) the assumed initial sediment plume distribution is not completely consistent 

with the test conditions; (ii) the current conditions are different; (iii) the DSM disturbing 

degrees are different. The maximum sedimentation thickness of 16 mm is also smaller than 

2.0 cm, which is set to be a critical sedimentation thickness controlling the influences within 

an environmental acceptable degree, as explained in section 3.4. In addition, Figure 5.9 also 

shows that the maximum thickness of the resedimented sediment, i.e., 
maxt , increases with the 

time going on, and its increasing speed decreases at the same time. It proves the most 

intensive influencing period occurs within the first 55 hours (roughly 2-3 days) after the 

sediment disturbances. Furthermore, analysing Figure 5.9 (b-c), although the thickness of the 

sediments deposition increases within this period and the sediment plume could transport far 
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away from the sediment source position, the evident influencing area of the resedimentation is 

approximately limited within the initial sediment plume area. 

5.5. Analysis of interconnections between sediment 

plume and species disturbances 

The analyses of interconnections between sediment plume and species disturbances focus on 

the parameters of severity of ill effect, turbidity of ocean water, total organic carbon content 

change and sedimentation thickness, which work as a series of constraints or evaluation 

standards for DSM projects. In Figure 5.9, the sedimentation thickness is calculated and is 

smaller than 2 cm, which meets the requirements of restrictions. Therefore, in this section, 

only the calculations of severity of ill effect, turbidity of ocean water, total organic carbon 

content, and sedimentation rate are discussed.  
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Figure 5.10: Calculation results of severity of ill effect within the influencing area of sediment 

plume. (a-b), (c-d), and (e-f) describe the severity of ill effect at the time of 5 h, 50 h and 100 

h after the sediment plume transport respectively; (a, c, e) describe the severity of ill effect of 

the plane nearby the seafloor, and (b, d, f) describe the severity of ill effect of the plane 10 m 

above the seafloor.       

Figure 5.10 presents the calculation results of severity of ill effect nearby the seafloor plane 

and the plane of 10 m above the seafloor, and the time of 5 h, 50 h, and 100 h after the 

sediment plume transport respectively. As the mass concentration of suspended particles is a 

time-dependent parameter, the results focus on the severity of ill effect within one hour. 

Analysing Figure 5.10, it presents that, with the time going on, the maximum value of severity 

of ill effect within the influencing area is decreasing. In addition, the severity of ill effect 

marked area is also increasing at the same time of sediment plume expansion process. 

Compared to the conditions of severity of ill effect at 10 m above the seafloor, see Figure 5.10 

(b, d, f), the severity of ill effect nearby the seafloor, see Figure 5.10 (a, c, e), is larger, which 

means the impact on marine species communities is greater. Furthermore, although the mass 

concentration of suspension particles at time of 5 h and 100 h after the sediment plume is 

different with each other roughly 2-3 magnitudes, the values of severity of ill effect do not 

have such a big difference, and are at the same magnitude at least (Chang, 2016; Van Wijk et 

al., 2014; Elimelech et al., 2013). This is because the huge difference of mass concentration of 

suspension particles is reduced greatly by the logarithmic calculations in Eq. 5.16-5.17. 

Calculation results of severity of ill effect show that all values are smaller than 8, which 

means the species disturbances are kept away from lethal and paralethal effects.        
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Figure 5.11: The calculation results of turbidity of ocean water in unit of NTU. (a-b), (c-d), 

and (e-f) describe the turbidity of ocean water at the time of 5 h, 50 h and 100 h after the 

sediment plume transport; (2) (a, c, e) describe the turbidity of ocean water of the plane 

nearby the seafloor, and (b, d, f) describe the severity of ill effect of the plane 10 m above the 

seafloor.    

Taking into consideration Eq. 5.18-5.19, the calculation of turbidity of ocean water only 

considers the parameters of mass concentration of the suspension particles. Analysing Fig. 

5.11, with the time going on, the turbidity of ocean water decreases significantly. For 

instance, at the time of 5 h after the sediment plume transport nearby the seafloor, see Fig. 

5.11 (a), the maximum turbidity of ocean water is more than 3000, which is far beyond the 
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defined environmental acceptable restriction ( 96 3t natureT .    NTU and 100 NTU). While 95 

hours later, the maximum turbidity of ocean water has decreased to 40.5, which is located 

within the defined environmental acceptable restriction. In addition, compared to the plane 

nearby the seafloor, the plane of 10 m above the seafloor has a quite small turbidity of ocean 

water at the same time. Almost all of the calculated turbidity of ocean water at the plane of 10 

m above the seafloor could be regarded as environmental acceptable to benthic ocean species. 

Furthermore, in terms of the parameter of turbidity of ocean water, the environment 

conditions influenced by the sediment plume could revert to an environmental acceptable 

degree after 100 hours (roughly four days later).                    
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Figure 5.12: Results for total organic carbon within the sediment plume influencing area. (a-f) 

describes the total organic carbon content at time of 5 h, 20 h, 35 h, 50 h, 65 h, and 80 h later 

after the sediment plume transport.    

Taking into consideration Eq. 5.21 and the selected regression coefficients in section 5.3.3, 

the critical sedimentation rate is calculated to be 100m / m.y.  Analysing Figure 5.12 (a, b, c), 

the total organic carbon content (TOC%) decreases with the time going on. It is because the 

sedimentation rates at such conditions are located in the range of negative effect of TOC% 

parameter, which also means the sedimentation rates are larger than the critical sedimentation 

rate. Comparing Figure 5.12 (c, d, e), the maximum total organic carbon content increases 

from roughly 15%, i.e., figure (c), to 40%, i.e., figure (e). It is because most of sediment 

plume would settle down within the first 50-60 hours after the formation of sediment plume, 

while its increase velocity of sedimentation rate also decreases. In Figure 5.12 (c, d, e), the 

sedimentation rate gets closer and closer to critical point which is reflected on the increase of 

total organic carbon content. Comparing Figure 5.12 (e, f), the maximum total organic carbon 

decreases from roughly 40%, i.e., figure (e), to 10%, i.e., figure (f). It presents that these 

conditions of sedimentation rates are located in the positive effect rage. Combining the 

increasing principle of total organic carbon content and the law of sedimentation resulting 

from DSM activities, if the calculation resolution of sediment plume is dense enough, the top 

view of total organic carbon content should be similar to a ring-like shape, which surrounding 

values of total organic carbon is larger than the middle of ring-like area. Comparing figure (a) 

with the left figures, it shows that the obvious increasing area of total organic carbon content 

is larger than that of figures (b-f). It might be caused by the assumption of initial sediment 

plumes, while the extraordinary large unit of sedimentation rate used in Eq. 5.21, i.e., m/m.y., 

would also leads to magnify effect of small sedimentation rate at the beginning of the 

calculation.  

The calculation results in this section reflect that the sediment plume has the most significant 

impacts on the benthic ocean species at the first 2-3 days. For instance, the ocean water 

turbidity and total organic carbon content calculated results have greatly exceeded the normal 

conditions where benthic ocean species used to live within this time period. Although the 

calculation results of severity of ill effect, see Fig. 5.10, have not reached the degree of lethal 

and paralethal level, it is because we ignored the sediment plume accumulative impacts, but 

only analysed its real-time impact within one hour. 

5.6. Conclusions 

In this chapter, the numerical calculations of DSM environmental impacts are implemented 

majorly focusing on the sediment plume and species responses. In which, the species 

responses to sediment plume are discussed and quantified through analyzing a series of 

ecological indicators, such as the severity of ill effect and deposition thickness.  

After conducting the numerical calculation methods of DSM environmental impacts, several 

recommendations are proposed for the future research.     
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 Besides the initial DSM disturbances and plume source, species disturbance, sediment 

plume, and tailings disposal, the DSM environmental impacts are also influenced by 

other aspects, such as seafloor topography change, food chain change, and heavy 

metals concentration change.  

 The interconnections between DSM environmental influencing aspects should be 

analysed further, and not only be analysed by the parameters of turbidity of ocean 

water, severity of ill effect, total organic carbon content, and deposition thickness. 

Other aspects, e.g., toxic elements, illumination, and noise influences, should also be 

considered.  

 Several formulas used in this chapter, e.g., severity of ill effect and turbidity of ocean 

water, are determined by the regression analyses of data not derived from deep sea 

environment. The exact deep sea conditions might be different. Therefore, the field 

tests seem to be necessary to obtain some reliable data and determine the particular 

coefficients from the deep sea mining activities.    

The research conducted in this chapter could be used for the future DSM environmental 

performance assessment. 
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*This chapter is based on Ma et al. (2019). 
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Chapter 6 

Multi-criteria Decision Making Applied to 

Sustainable Deep Sea Mining Vertical Transport 

Plans* 

 

To analyse the sustainability of DSM transport plans, the technological performance, 

economic profitability, and environmental impacts of DSM activities are analysed in chapter 

3, 4, and 5 respectively. We would integrate the DSM technological performance, economic 

profitability, and environmental impacts together in this chapter. To determine a sustainable 

DSM vertical transport plan chapter 6 applies a MCMD (Fuzzy-ANP) method into the 

assessment system taking into consideration the numerical calculations results in the chapter 

3-5 integrally. In this chapter, section 6.1 gives an introduction of the current research status 

of MCMD applications to address the industrial sustainability problems. Section 6.2 explains 

the MCDM method and evaluating criteria selection. In section 6.3, the numerical calculation 

principles and definitions of the evaluating criteria are described in detail. Then section 6.4 

focuses on a case demonstrating the application procedure of the method. Finally, conclusions 

and recommendations for the conducted research are given in section 6.5.    

 

6.1. Introduction  

Recent advances in deep sea mining (DSM) strategies have led many international marine 

mining companies to develop implementation plans for the first seabed mining project. For 

example, the Canadian company Nautilus Minerals has stated its aim to begin  mining 

minerals from the seabed belonging to Papua New Guinea in 2019 (Mining Weekly, 2018). 

Nautilus Minerals company has also announced that they will be chartering a production 

support vessel (PSV) from Fujian Mawei Shipbuilding Ltd. for $199,910 per day, for a rental 

period of at least five years (Nautilus Minerals, 2018b). It seems like that – in the near future 

– the DSM industry will move forward from this planning phase and begin the process of 

large-scale industrial mining process. Despite this, no current research exists that looks at the 
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sustainability of DSM vertical transport plans and takes into account the associated 

technological, economic, environmental and social factors related.                          

The schematic diagram of a DSM project is shown in Figure 6.1. The majority of the 

workload involved in DSM takes place at sea. A key research topic – and one that has 

received considerable prior attention – is the environmental impact of DSM activities, 

particularly given the low productivity and vulnerability of deep ocean ecology (Van Dover, 

2011; Jones et al., 2017). Beside environmental impacts, both the technological and economic 

considerations of DSM are key components in the development of a sustainable DSM 

transport plan (Ma et al., 2017a, b). Furthermore, other researchers also have examined the 

social implications of DSM in influencing sustainability projects (Roche and Bice, 2013).             
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Figure 6.1: Schematic diagram of one kind of DSM project (Ma et al., 2018a, b).  

Given that the decision making process for a sustainable DSM transport plan involves the 

integration of several discrete-related criteria, a traditional cost-benefit model would not be 

qualified to address this problem. A method of multi-criteria decision making (MCDM) has 

been adopted in this research, following its successful application to a number of industrial 

fields (e.g. coastal mining, sustainable project planning, manufacturing system scheduling) to 

address similar multiple criteria problems (Ho et al., 2010; Ha and Krishnan, 2008; Rezaei, 

2015; Titus and Liberatore, 1991; Ng, 2008; Liao, Z. and Rittscher, 2007; Padhye and Deb, 

2011). The discipline of MCDM was first proposed by Zionts in 1979. Since then, the 

framework of MCDM has been used extensively throughout a variety of fields. Following 

review of the existing literature, when applying the MCDM theory in DSM system, three key 

practices are identified: MCDM method selection, evaluation criteria determination, and the 

calculation of criteria weights (Kahraman, 2008; Pohekar and Ramachandran, 2004).  

Fuzzy set theory is a widely used algorithm that allows imprecise and uncertain information to 

be examined through rigorous mathematical process (Zadeh, 1965). It has previously been 

used to integrate qualitative information and allow fuzzy date to be expressed as crispy 

evaluation weights (Boran et al., 2009). The method of analytic network process (ANP) was 
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developed by Saaty in the 1990s taking into consideration of the interdependencies between 

different evaluation criteria. It represents the development of analytic hierarchy process 

(AHP) method. Both ANP and AHP methods have the ability to divide a complex MCDM 

problem into several hierarchies with specific affiliation relationships. ANP has a highly 

systematic procedure of application and is quite easy to understand. Fuzzy & analytic network 

process (Fuzzy-ANP) is a typical integrated MCDM method, which integrates fuzzy set 

theory with ANP methodology. Mohanty et al. (2005) applied a Fuzzy-ANP approach to 

analysis of the iron and steel industries of Southeast Asia, developing this approach further to 

describe a structured methodology to evaluate preference ambiguity in decision makers 

(DMs). Promentilla et al. (2008) redeveloped the Fuzzy-ANP method by redefining the fuzzy 

scale in terms of the degree of fuzziness, confidence level, and attribute toward fuzziness. 

They used this redeveloped Fuzzy-ANP method to evaluate contaminated site remedial 

countermeasures. Pang (2009) analysed supplier selection in order to facilitate optimal order 

allocation, by combining the Fuzzy-ANP method with fuzzy preference programming. Zhou 

(2012) proposed a systematic analytic framework using Fuzzy-ANP methodology to address 

project selection and evaluation problems. Given that the Fuzzy-ANP method has been 

successfully applied to such a wide variety of industrial research fields, it was selected and 

utilised in this paper for evaluation of sustainability in DSM vertical transport plans.   

The objective of this paper is to evaluate the sustainability of DSM vertical transport plans 

through Fuzzy-ANP analysis. The paper is arranged as follows: the first (previous) section 

introduces the principles and aims of our research; the second section explains the MCDM 

methodology and evaluation criteria selection. In the third section, numerical calculation 

principles and definitions of the evaluation criteria are described in detail. The fourth section 

focuses on a test case, demonstrating the application procedure for our framework. In the fifth 

section, conclusions and recommendations for future research are presented.               

6.2. Multi-criteria decision making method 

6.2.1. Research outline 

The research outline of this paper is illustrated in Figure 6.2. The major research components 

are vertical transport plan generation, questionnaire survey, and MCDM (Fuzzy-ANP) 

application.    
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    Figure 6.2: Major research components of this chapter. 

 Vertical transport plans generation 

Before the application of MCDM method, a set of DSM vertical transport plans should be 

generated for evaluation. The formation of the evaluated DSM transport plans is a long 

vector, and the elements in the vector are the values of all evaluation criteria. The variables 

involved in a DSM transport plan consist of the type of lifting technology, e.g., continuous 

line bucket technology (CLB), pipe lifting with centrifugal pumps or with airlifting pumps, 

working period, maximum winch force (for CLB systems), pipe diameter and gas flux rate for 

hydraulic lifting and airlifting systems respectively. The vertical transport plans majorly 

connect with the vertical lifting technologies, e.g., continuous line bucket lifting, hydraulic 

lifting with centrifugal pump and airlifting systems. In real-life DSM working conditions, 

different vertical lifting methods require different compatible technology systems, such as 

tailings disposal systems and mineral processing systems. These may influence sustainability 

assessments of DSM vertical transport plans (Sharma, 2011; Hoagland et al., 2010). In this 

paper, however, the influences of such compatible systems on vertical lifting technologies are 

considered to be negligible. The sustainability evaluation framework described in this paper 

could be used in whole project assessment in DSM following the initial assessment of the 

technological, economic, environmental, and social factors at play (presented in this paper).           

 Questionnaire survey 

Expert opinion is elicited through the designed questionnaire in order to determine the 

evaluation criteria weights. 27 researchers and engineers – in the fields of environmental 

impact, policy making, marine mining, project sustainability consultancy, and economic 

profitability – participated in this questionnaire survey.  

 MCDM application 

Through the application of MCDM methodology, all DSM vertical transport plans can be 

evaluated and ranked, based on a comprehensive performance index that takes into 

consideration the technological, economic, environmental, and social aspects of these plans. 

The detailed explanation of the MCDM application is given in the following section.  
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6.2.2. MCDM application procedure 

Following a literature review of existing MCDM applications to sustainable project planning, 

manufacture scheduling systems, and other, similar, industrial problems, an application 

procedure for a Fuzzy-ANP MCDM method was derived and is summarised in Figure 6.3. 

The procedure consists of 4 steps.     

 

Figure 6.3: Application procedure of Fuzzy-ANP method for sustainable DSM transport plan 

selection. 

 Step 1: Defining the multi-criteria problem and evaluating criteria determination 

a) Problem definition 

Determination of a sustainable DSM vertical transport plan is dependent on technological, 

economic, environmental, and social factors. These factors are, of course, not completely 

independent of one another and are likely to exhibit a number of inter factorial relationships 

with each other. After consideration of the complexities and characteristics involved in 

selecting a sustainable DSM transport plan, it quickly becomes apparent that the traditional 

cost-benefit model is unsuitable in this context.         

b) Evaluating criteria determination 

MCDM has not, until now, been applied to DSM projects. Despite this, a number of useful 

theories, application frameworks, and evaluation criteria – some of which have potential 

utility in DSM vertical transport plan sustainability assessment – have been developed in 

other, related research fields, such as coastal mining, sustainable project planning, and 

manufacturing system scheduling (Ho et al., 2010; Ha and Krishnan, 2008; Rezaei, 2015; 

Titus and Liberatore, 1991; Ng, 2008; Liao, Z. and Rittscher, 2007; Padhye and Deb, 2011). 

Using these pre-existing evaluation criteria, along with knowledge of the real-life working 

conditions involved in DSM activities, a set of evaluation criteria for use in the decision 

making process for sustainable DSM vertical transport plans is proposed in Table 6.1.          
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Table 6.1: Evaluating criteria for selecting the sustainable DSM transport plan (Jovanović et 

al., 2009; McDowall and Eames, 2007; Pilavachi et al., 2009; Afgan and Carvalho, 2008; 

Begić and Afgan, 2007; Mamlook et al., 2001; Akash et al., 1999; Chatzimouratidis and 

Pilavachi, 2009; Yedla and Shrestha, 2003). 

Major criteria Subcriteria Parameter attribute 

Technological 

aspect 

Specific energy consumption for lifting Quantitative 

Proven technology Qualitative 

Technology reliability Qualitative  

Production rate Quantitative 

Technology availability Qualitative 

Economic 

aspect 

Gross income Quantitative 

Capital cost Quantitative 

Operation and maintenance cost Quantitative 

Investment recovery period Quantitative 

Environmental 

aspect 

Species disturbance variance Quantitative 

Severity of ill effect  Quantitative 

Turbidity of ocean water Quantitative 

Total organic carbon content & sedimentation rate Quantitative 

Sedimentation thickness Quantitative 

Social aspect Social acceptability Qualitative 

Policy support & legislation & regulation (PLR) Qualitative  

As presented in Table 6.1, the major criteria in our methodology are the technological, 

economic, environmental, and social aspects of a sustainable DSM transport plan. These have 

both quantitative and qualitative subcriteria. For example, technological subcriteria include 

such quantitative parameters as specific energy consumption for lifting and production rate, 

and qualitative parameters, such as technological reliability. Subcriteria are not completely 

independent of one another. For instance, there is a relationship between the proven 

technology, technology reliability and technology safety, because a well-proven technology 

tends to be associated with good technology reliability and high levels of safety 

(Haralambopoulos and Polatidis, 2003; Ligus, 2017; Chatzimouratidis and Pilavachi, 2009).  

 Step 2: Criteria weights determination    

In Fuzzy-ANP method, the criteria evaluating weights are determined through pairwise 

comparison method. The acceptance of pairwise comparison matrix is based on the 

consistency index (CI) and consistency ratio (CR). If CR is larger than 0.10, the pairwise 

comparison matrixes are not acceptable (Yüksel and Dagdeviren, 2007). The parameter of CI 

could be calculated as follows (Zhang et al., 2015; Yüksel and Dagdeviren, 2007).  

1

max n
CI

n

 



                                                                 (6.1) 

in which 
max  represents the maximum eigenvalue of pairwise comparison matrix, n  

represents the matrix dimension.     
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The parameter of CR could be calculated as follows (Zhang et al., 2015; Yüksel and 

Dagdeviren, 2007). 

CI
CR

RI
                                                                       (6.2) 

in which RI  means the random index.    

 Step 3: Fuzzy-ANP method application 

When applying AHP methodology to multiple criteria problems, all criteria and subcriteria are 

required to be independent of each other. However, in many real-life working conditions, 

there may be dependencies that exist between the different criteria. To overcome this 

problem, Saaty developed the ANP method in 1990s (Saaty, 2005). A Fuzzy-ANP method 

was selected for use in this paper to evaluate the sustainability of DSM transport plans. This 

methodology has the further advantage of allowing consideration of both qualitative 

evaluation criteria as well as the dependency relationships between different criteria.         

 Step 4: Sustainable DSM transport plan selection 

After the analyses of Fuzzy-ANP method, all the DSM vertical transport plans could be 

evaluated based on a comprehensive performance index, see Eq. 6.3 (Xu and Yang, 2001). 

The transport plan with the maximum comprehensive index is regarded to be more preferable, 

i.e., the sustainable DSM vertical transport plan.      

1

m

j i ij

i

P w v


                                                               (6.3) 

in which 
jP  means the comprehensive performance of DSM transport plan No. j , 

iw  means 

the weight of evaluating criterion i , 
ijv  is the transport plan’s score in terms of criterion i .  

6.3. Evaluating criteria for sustainability of DSM 

vertical transport plans 

In this section, the numerical calculation principles and definitions of these evaluating criteria 

for sustainable DSM vertical transport plan are explained in detail. The authors’ previous 

work (Ma et al., 2017a-c, 2018a-b) also elaborates these evaluating aspects regarding to the 

DSM technological, economic and environmental impacts systematically.        

6.3.1. Technological subcriteria 

 Specific energy for lifting 

The specific energy consumption for lifting could be calculated as follows (Ma et al., 2017a). 

t

s

E
EC

Q H



                                                               (6.4) 
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in which 
tE  represents the total energy consumption per time unit, 

sQ  represents the mineral 

production rate, H  represents the vertical transportation distance. In this chapter we compare 

three different methods: the mineral vertical transportation technologies, e.g., the continuous 

line bucket lifting (CLB), hydraulic lifting (HL) with centrifugal pumps and airlifting (AL) 

systems. Figure 6.4 depicts a schematic diagram of a CLB system and a HL system (Ma et al., 

2017a). The arrangement of AL system is quite similar to the centrifugal lifting system, i.e., 

Figure 6.4 (b). The differences are located at: (i) air compressors are put on the production 

support vessel (PSV); (ii) an auxiliary pipe is required to transport the compressed air to the 

lifting pipe (Yoshinaga and Sato, 1996). For CLB systems, its total energy consumption is 

related closely with the winch force and speed supplied by the steel ropes, see Eq. 6.5 

(Schulte, 2013). For HL system, the required pressure drops lifting the mineral mixtures and 

lifting pipe dimension majorly determine its energy consumption, see Eq. 6.6 (Shook and 

Bartosik, 1994). The inlet pressure and gas flux rate are very firmly connected with the energy 

consumption of airlifting systems, see Eq. 6.7 (Yoshinaga and Sato, 1996). 

wi c
t

f

F v
E




                                                            (6.5) 

in which 
wiF  represents the winch force, 

cv  represents the cable moving velocity, and 
f  

represents the mechanical efficiency. 

  p

m p r

t N

h w

v A P
E

a

 



                                                        (6.6) 

in which 
rP  represents the required pressure difference to lift the mineral mixtures from the 

seabed to the ocean surface, 
mv  represents the mineral mixture velocity, 

pN  is the number of 

centrifugal pumps, 
wa  represents the working ability factor of centrifugal pumps, 

pA  means 

the cross-section area of the rigid pipe, 
h  means the hydraulic efficiency.      

I
t g _ atm p

atm

P
E J A ln

P
                                                   (6.7) 

in which 
g _ atmJ  means the gas flux rate under the atmospheric pressure, 

IP  and 
atmP  mean the 

inlet pressure and the atmospheric pressure respectively.   

 Proven technology 

Proven technology could be defined as the maturity of the utilized technology. For a good 

proven technology, its initial working faults and inherent problems have been decreased or 

even eliminated through a long developing and application process (Chapman, 2016; Anuar et 

al., 2015).          

 Technology reliability  
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Technology reliability could be defined as the technical ability of continuous working 

properly according to its specifications. A reliable technology has a large possibility to 

complete its target under a normal working condition (Johnson and Ettlie, 2001). 

 Production rate 

For CLB systems, its production rate is determined by the cable lifting velocity and bucket 

dimensions, see Eq. 6.8 (Schulte, 2013).     

3

c m
s

s

v l
Q

l l

   



                                                        (6.8) 

in which 
sQ  represents the mineral production rate, 

sl  means the span length of the adjacent 

buckets,   is the bucket filling ratio, 
m  represents the density of in-situ sediment, l  means 

the bucket side length, 
cv  means the cable moving velocity.  

For AL systems, the mineral production rate could be calculated taking into consideration the 

flux rate of solid particles and cross-section area of lifting pipes, see Eq. 6.9 (Yoshinaga and 

Sato, 1996).    

s s p mQ J A                                                           (6.9) 

in which 
sJ  means the solid particle flux rate.   

 Technology availability  

Technology availability refers to the possibility and accessibility of utilizing the technology in 

DSM specific working conditions with the correct format (Pick et al., 2013).  
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Figure 6.4: Schematic diagrams of a CLB and a HL system.  

6.3.2. Economic subcriteria 

 Gross income 

Gross income represents the income derived from the mineral extraction in DSM activities, 

which could be calculated as follows (Ma et al., 2017a).  

  
1

3 6 1
N

N

in o s s i ,mm

i

M . h s Q M a


                                       (6.10) 

in which N  represents the mining period in year, 
oh  represents the mean working hours per 

day, 
s  is the percentage of gross minerals left after processing, s  represents the working 

days per year, i ,mmM  represents the mineral ores price, a  represent the inflation rate. 

 Capital cost 

Capital cost could be explained as the one-time expenditure purchasing the equipment and 

constructions for production. It is the whole initial expenditure to bring a DSM project to a 

commercially operable status (UKessays, 2018).  

 Operation and maintenance cost 
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Operation and maintenance cost is defined as the expenditure to support the normal running 

of a DSM project, which covers the maintenance cost (repairing & replacing), labour cost and 

energy consumption cost (Sharma, 2011; Nyhart et al., 1978). Nyhart et al. (1978) categorized 

both the capital cost and operation and maintenance cost into three aspects: mining, transport 

and processing sectors, see Eq. 6.11.    

c c _ m c _t c _ p

o o _ m o _t o _ p

M M M M

M M M M

  


  

                                           (6.11) 

in which 
cM  and 

oM  represent the capital cost and operation plus maintenance cost, the 

subscripts of m , t , p  represent the mining, transport and processing sectors respectively.  

 Investment recovery period 

The investment recovery period, also known as payback period, refers to the period to recover 

the investment of a DSM project. It is an important economic parameter to determine whether 

a DSM project is profitable or not. For DSM project investors, they would prefer the 

investment recovery period to be as small as possible (Investopedia, 2018). Investment 

recovery period is determined by comparing the net cash inflow with net cash outflow. In this 

chapter, it could be simply understood as the period when the gross income is larger than the 

initial capital cost and operation and maintenance cost.  

6.3.3. Environmental impact subcriteria 

 Species disturbance variance    

Species disturbance variance is an integrated ecological index by comparing the species 

conditions before and after the DSM activities, which could be calculated as follows (Ma et 

al., 2018b).    

 
 

 

2
9

1

1
aft

i bef

SD i
Var SD E

SD i

  
   

    

                                         (6.12) 

in which the subscripts of aft  and bef  reflect the species conditions after the DSM 

disturbances and before disturbances respectively, SD  represents the integrated species index 

including Margalef’s indices, Shannon diversity index, and Simpson diversity index, see Eq. 

6.13 (Ma et al., 2018b).     

 1 2 3 3 4bef / aft V N H SSD I I I I ' I D D D D                      (6.13) 

in which  1 2 3 3 4 V NI I I I ' I D D , 
HD , and 

SD  represent the Margalef’s indices, 

Shannon diversity index, and Simpson diversity index respectively. 

 Severity of ill effect 
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Severity of ill effect is another important ecological parameter proposed by Newcombe and 

Jensen (1996) through a meta-analysis, which is introduced in DSM activities (Ma et al., 

2018b). The severity of ill effect is defined as Table 6.2. 

Table 6.2: Severity of ill effect on marine species description (Newcombe and Jensen, 1996).  

Severity Description of effects 

Nil effect 0 No behavioural effects 

Behavioural 

effects 

1 Alarm reaction 

2 Abandonment of cover 

3 Avoidance responses 

Sublethal effects 

4 
Short-term reduction in feeding rates; Short-term reduction in 

feeding success;    

5 
Minor physiological stress; Increase in rate of coughing; Increase 

respiration rate; 

6 Moderate physiological effects; 

7 Moderate habitat degradation; Impaired home; 

8 

Indications of major physiological stress; Long-term reduction in 

feeding rate; Long-term reduction in feeding success; Poor 

condition; 

Lethal and 

paralethal effects 

9 Reduced growth rate; Delayed hatching; Reduced fish density; 

10 
0-20% mortality; Increased predation; Moderate to severe habitat 

degradation; 

11 >20%-40% mortality 

12 >40-60% mortality 

13 >60-80% mortality 

Severity of ill effect could be calculated as Eq. 6.14 (Newcombe and Jensen, 1996).   

   if e e sS log t log C                                          (6.14) 

in which 
ifS  represents the severity of ill effect,  ,   and   represent the regression analysis 

coefficients, 
sC  and t  represent the sediment plume mass concentration and residence time 

respectively, which could be determined by solving the plume advection-diffusion model (Ma 

et al., 2018b).    

 Turbidity of ocean water 
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Based on the literature review, most species have their particularly preferable ocean turbidity 

range (Cyrus and Blaber, 1987a; Dyer, 1972). To control the benthic species community 

impacts within an environmental acceptable range, the changing rate of turbidity of ocean 

water should be constrained, see Eq. 6.15 (Cyrus and Blaber, 1987a, b).    

S
NTU

nature

C
CR

T

 
                                                   (6.15) 

in which 
NTUCR  represents the changing rate of turbidity of ocean water,   and   are the 

regression analysis coefficients, 
natureT  is the historical turbidity at the mining site before 

mining disturbances. 

 Total organic carbon content 

Total organic carbon content is an important ecological indicator which could be influenced 

significantly by DSM activities (Saleem et al., 2016). Similarly like the turbidity of ocean 

water, in order to minimize the impact on benthic ocean species, the changing rate of total 

organic carbon content should also be taken into consideration. It could be understood as the 

smaller the changing rate of total organic carbon content is, the less the caused environmental 

impacts are. The total organic carbon content could be calculated as Eq. 6.16.  
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                                 (6.16) 

in which Se  represents the sedimentation rate, 
1a  , 

2a  , 
1b  , and 

2b  are the coefficients 

determined through the regression analysis, 
criS  is the critical sedimentation rate where the 

maximum total organic carbon content is.  

 Sedimentation thickness 

Different benthic ocean species, e.g., coral, sponges, holothurian and other macrofauna, have 

different resistance abilities to the sedimentation burial thickness (Lohrer et al., 2006; Thrush 

and Dayton, 2002; Cummings et al., 2003). The larger the sedimentation thickness is, the 

more intensive the DSM impacts on the ecological community are. The most direct 

connection between the technological and environmental impact aspects is the minerals 

production rate (Ma et al., 2018b).  

6.3.4. Social subcriteria 

 Social acceptability 

Social acceptability is regarded as one of the most important parameters, which is closely 

related to the success of a DSM project (Brunson et al., 1996). In this chapter, social 

acceptability is a qualitative parameter which value is derived from the experts’ opinions.    

 Policy (legislation & regulation) support 
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Policy support refers to the possibility to be supported by the marine policy, mining 

legislation and regulation, which is also regarded as one of the most important parameters for 

the implementation of a DSM project (Lewis and Wiser, 2007). 

6.4. Demonstrate case: Fuzzy-ANP method 

application 

6.4.1. Criteria weights determination 

After collating experts’ opinions provided through the completion of the questionnaire, the 

data were checked through the functions of consistency index (CI) and consistency ratio (CR), 

as Eq. 6.1-6.2. The weights of the major criteria, including technological (TEC), economic 

(ECO), environmental (ENV), and social (SOC) aspects, can then be determined (assuming 

independence of one another).       

1

TEC 0 3490

ECO 0 3563

ENV 0 1706

SOC 0 1241

.

.
w

.

.

   
   
    
   
   
   

                                                 (6.17) 

Following this, the interconnections (or dependencies) between the major criteria can be 

examined, see Figure 6.5 (Ma et al., 2017a). Depending on the pairwise comparison matrices 

derived from the experts’ opinions, dependency weight vectors for technological, economic, 

environmental, and social factors can be listed subsequently.   
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w . . .

 

 







                                    (6.18) 

Social acceptance 

(SOC)

Technological 

consideration

(TEC)

Economic 

consideration

(ECO)

Environmental 

consideration

(ENV)

 

Figure 6.5: Schematic diagram reflecting the interconnection relationship between the major 

criteria (Ma et al., 2017c).  
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The interconnection matrix for the major criteria is determined as follows. 

6

1 0000 0 4659 0 3553 0 3089

0 4471 1 0000 0 4041 0 4027

0 3074 0 2759 1 0000 0 2884

0 2455 0 2581 0 2407 1 0000

. . . .

. . . .
w

. . . .

. . . .

 
 
 
 
 
 

                                 (6.19) 

Next, the evaluating weighs of major criteria taking into consideration the interconnections 

could be calculated as follows. 

7 6 1

TEC 1 0000 0 4659 0 3553 0 3089 0 3490 0 6139

ECO 0 4471 1 0000 0 4041 0 4027 0 3563 0 6313

ENV 0 3074 0 2759 1 0000 0 2884 0 1706 0 4120

SOC 0 2455 0 2581 0 2407 1 0000 0 1241 0

. . . . . .

. . . . . .
w w w

. . . . . .

. . . . . .

     
     
          
     
     
     

unitization

0 3070

0 3156

0 2060

3428 0 1714

.

.

.

.

   
   
   
   
   
   

                       

                                                                                                                                             (6.20) 

Comparing the weights of major criteria considering the interconnection relationship or not, 

i.e., 
1w  and 

7w , we found that the evaluating weights order of major criteria has not been 

changed, i.e., ECO>TEC>ENV>SOC . However, after considering the interconnection 

relationship between all evaluating criteria, the evaluating criteria, e.g., social impact 

consideration, which are easily overlooked, have been evaluated more objectively and fairly 

(Liao et al., 2018; Azis, 2003).        

Weights determinations for subcriteria follow the similar principles to those of the major 

criteria. However, in order to reduce the difficulty of data collection and to reduce the number 

of calculations, we treated the evaluation subcriteria as independent of each other. The 

subcriteria for each major criterion are listed as follows. Technological: energy consumption 

(EC), proven technology (PT), technology reliability (TR), production rate (PR), and 

technology availability (TA). Economic: gross income (GI), capital cost (CC), operation and 

maintenance cost (OM), and investment recovery period (IRP). Environmental: species 

disturbance variances (SD), severity of ill effect (SIE), turbidity of ocean water (TOW), total 

organic carbon content (TOC), and sedimentation thickness (ST). Social: social acceptability 

(SA) and policy support (PS). The weights for all subcriteria can be calculated based on the 

pairwise comparison matrices, as follows: 
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   (6.21) 

The global weights of all evaluating subcriteria (
12w ) could be determined by multiplying the 

individual weights, e.g., 
8 11w 

, with the major criteria weight, i.e., 
7w , see Figure 6.6.   
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       (6.22) 

 

Figure 6.6: Schematic diagram of the global subcriteria weights determination. 

6.4.2. Qualitative evaluating criteria  

In this chapter, besides the quantitative evaluating criteria, there are a series of qualitative 

evaluating criteria. As shown in table 6.1, the qualitative evaluating criteria consist of proven 

technology (PT), technology reliability (TR), technology availability (TA), social 

acceptability (SA) and policy support (PS). In this chapter, we compared three kinds of 

vertical lifting technologies in DSM activities, i.e., continuous line bucket lifting (CLB), 

hydraulic lifting (HL), and airlifting (AL) systems. As we all known, the most accurate 

evaluations of these qualitative criteria should be combined with the specific DSM transport 

plans. Here, in this chapter, the scores of these qualitative evaluating parameters for all DSM 

transport plans are simplified to be directly connected with the vertical lifting technologies. 

Based on the collected data through questionnaire, the scores of all these DSM transport plans 

in terms of proven technology could be calculated through the Mean of Maxima (MOM) 

defuzzification method (Ozdemir, 2010).   

 
2 3 4

1 1 1 1

CLB

0 2909 0 3727 0 4364 0 5364
PT 0 4091
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.

   

 
 
 

  

   
(6.23) 

Following the same principle, the scores for the other qualitative evaluating parameters are 

listed as follows. 

CLB CLB CLB CLB CLB

HL HL HL HL HL

AL AL AL AL AL

PT 0 4091 TR =0.3545 TA =0.5341 SA =0.2725 PS =0.3575

PT 0 6250 TR =0.6455 TA =0.6364 SA =0.6200 PS =0.6950

PT 0 2159 TR =0.2909 TA =0.2250 SA =0.4375 PS =0.5100

.

.

.

    
    

    
        

       

                                                                                                                                             (6.24) 

6.4.3. DSM vertical transport plans evaluation 
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Before the application of MCDM to DSM vertical transport plan evaluation, two assumptions 

are first made, as follows: (i) the minerals storage richness is sufficient for the whole mining 

period, and (ii) reduction in marine species numbers is simplified to be related to the mineral 

production rate (see Table 6.3). 

The parameters involved in the MCDM methodology for selecting a sustainable DSM vertical 

transport plan are presented in Table 6.3. 

Table 6.3: Given parameters in MCDM application for sustainable DSM vertical transport 

plan selection. 

Mining period 20 years Minerals type Polymetallic nodules 
Minerals solid 

density 
2350

3kg / m  

Mining depth 2000 m 
Working 

period 
36 / 43 weeks per year 

Ocean water 

density 
1025

3kg / m  

Mean particles 

diameter 
9 mm 

Gravitational 

acceleration 
9.8 m/s2 

In-situ 

sediment 

density 

1500
3kg / m  

Fill ratio of 

bucket 
0.85 

Dynamic 

viscosity 
3 21 88 10. N s / m   

Air kinematic 

viscosity 
5 21 48 10. m / s  

Atmospheric 

pressure 

51 01 10. pa  

Mean 

suspension 

particle 

diameter 

10 m  Staff number 30 person 

Price of 

seafloor 

mining 

vehicles 

500 million 

Price of 

mineral 

processing 

facility 

750 million 
Price of PSV 

(ships) 
495 million 

Seawater 

temperature 
4 C  

Von Karman 

coefficient 
0.41 

Dissipation of 

turbulent 

kinematic 

energy 

8 2 35 0 10. m / s  

Boltzmann 

constant 

23

2 2 1

1 38 10.

m kg s K



 



  
 

Critical 

deposition 

shear stress 

0 10. pa  

Critical 

erosion shear 

stress 

0 13. pa  

Original 

species 

number 

13 

Original 

species 

distribution 

[66, 32, 16, 6, 5, 3, 3, 2, 2, 1, 1, 1, 1] 

Species 

number after 

disturbances 

(simplification, 

required 

experiments) 

400if Qs ton / h , then, [60, 29, 13, 3, 3, 2, 2, 1, 1, 1, 1, 1]; 

400 600if ton / h Qs ton / h  , then, [55, 25, 10, 3, 2, 2, 2, 1, 1, 1, 1]; 

600 800if ton / h Qs ton / h  , then, [50, 23, 9, 2, 2, 2, 2, 1, 1, 1]; 

800if Qs ton / h , then, [45, 20, 7, 2, 2, 2, 2, 1]; 

Winch force - 

CLB 
600, 700, 800, 900, 1000 KN 

Pipe diameter – 

centrifugal pump lifting 
0.20, 0.25, 0.30, 0.35, 0.40 m 

Pipe diameter 

– airlifting 
0.35, 0.40 m Ming site 

26 30 00

126 30 00

' '' N

' '' E
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The DSM vertical transport plans with different changing variables are listed as follows: 

Table 6.4: The calculated DSM vertical transport plans. 

Continuous line bucket lifting DSM transport plans 

TR No. 1 2 3 4 5 6 7 8 9 10 

WP - 

weeks 
36 43 36 43 36 43 36 43 36 43 

wiF  - 

kN 

(CLB) 

600 600 700 700 800 800 900 900 1000 1000 

Centrifugal pump lifting DSM transport plans 

TR No. 11 12 13 14 15 16 17 18 19 20 

WP - 

weeks 
36 43 36 43 36 43 36 43 36 43 

iD  - m 

(CPL) 
0.20 0.20 0.25 0.25 0.30 0.30 0.35 0.35 0.40 0.40 

Airlifting DSM transport plans 

TR 

No. 
21 22 23 24 25 26 27 28 29 30 31 32 

WP - 

weeks 
36 43 36 43 36 43 36 43 36 43 36 43 

iD  - 

m 

(AL) 

0.35 0.35 0.35 0.35 0.35 0.35 0.40 0.40 0.40 0.40 0.40 0.40 

gJ  - 

m/s 

(AL) 

100 100 110 110 120 120 100 100 110 110 120 120 

Using the numerical calculation theories and equations presented in section 6.3, the 

quantitative parameters for DSM vertical transport plans can be calculated. Combining the 

results of the quantitative evaluation criteria with the qualitative evaluation criteria allows for 

comprehensive assessment for all DSM vertical transport plans through MCDM. The 

preference value trend for all evaluation criteria is presented in Table 6.5.  

As the evaluation criteria have different preferable trends and desired values, prior to the 

specific operations of the evaluation process of all DSM vertical transport plans, the 

evaluation matrix of these DSM transport plans should first be normalised (Mateo, 2012). 

Vafaei et al. (2016) examined the use of normalization techniques in analytic hierarchy 

process method (AHP), and here we extend their findings to the Fuzzy-ANP method 

presented in this paper. Except the unsuitable logarithmic normalisation method, the 

combined application of Linear-Max normalisation and Linear-Sum normalisation is 

suggested to be the most suitable normalisation method, see Eq. 6.25 (Vafaei et al., 2016).   

Table 6.5: Preferable or desired value trend for all evaluating criteria. 
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Major criteria Subcriteria Desired value 

Technological aspect Specific energy consumption for lifting Low 

Proven technology High 

Technology reliability High 

Production rate High 

Technology availability High 

Economic aspect Gross income High 

Capital cost Low 

Operation and maintenance cost Low 

Investment recovery period Low 

Environmental aspect Species disturbance variance Low 

Severity of ill effect Low 

Turbidity of ocean water Low 

Total organic carbon content & sedimentation 

rate 
Low 

Sedimentation thickness Low 

Social aspect Social acceptability High 

Policy support & legislation & regulation 

(PLR) 
High 

1

1

desired-high

desired-high

Linear-Max: Linear-Sum:
1

1 desired-low desired-low

1

ij

ij m
ij

ij ij

max i

ij ij

ij ij m

max
ij

i

r
R

r
R r

r
&

r / r
R R

r
/ r











 
   
 
 







     (6.25) 

After the normalization with Eq. 6.25, the super-matrix of all DSM vertical transport plans is 

changed into the following format, i.e., 
DSMM .  
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                                                                                                                                           (6.26) 

Finally, the scores for all these DSM vertical transport plans could be determined by 

multiplying the normalization matrix, i.e., Eq. 6.26, by the global weights of all evaluating 

criteria, i.e., 
12w . 

12

[0 0334 0 0325 0 0324 0 0329 0 0324 0 0324 0 0322 0 0319 0 0322 0 0319                           -   CLB

   0 0342 0 0336 0 0366 0 0361 0 0376 0 0374 0 0370 0 0370 0 0370 0 0371                        

DSM DSMF M w

. . . . . . . . . . ...

. . . . . . . . . . ...

 



T

    -   HL

   0 0267 0 0266 0 0264 0 0262 0 0264 0 0265 0 0262 0 0258 0 0258 0 0254 0 0254 0 0250]   -   AL. . . . . . . . . . . .

(6.27) 

The scores for all evaluated DSM vertical transport plans are transferred into a two-

dimensional column figure as follows. 
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Figure 6.7: Score diagram of the evaluated DSM transport plans. Note: the maximum score is 

marked in the figure, which is transport plan (TR) No. 15 with the score of 0.0376; TRs. No 

(1-10), (11-20) and (21-32) are CLB, HL and AL systems respectively.  

Analysing Figure 6.7, it clearly expresses the following information: (i) TR. 15 is calculated 

with the maximum score, i.e., 0.0376, which is selected as the most sustainable DSM 

transport plan taking into consideration the technological, economic, environmental and social 

considerations; TR. 15 is not the working plan with the maximum gross income, neither does 

it have the least environmental impacts. However, it is the working plan with the highest 

integrated evaluating index. Based on the multiple criteria evaluating results, TR. 15 is 

suggested to be the most preferable or sustainable vertical transport plan for the selected DSM 

working condition. (ii) Compared to continuous line bucket lifting and airlifting systems, 

centrifugal pump lifting system seems to be more preferable with relative larger evaluating 

scores. The advantages of centrifugal pump lifting system could be explained as follows: (a) 

centrifugal pump lifting system could achieve a larger solid production rate at the depth of 

2000 m than continuous line bucket lifting and airlifting systems. This advantage will be 

furtherly expanded with the increase of mining water depth (Ma et al., 2017a). (b) To obtain a 

relatively large mineral production rate, the mineral particle velocity could be another 

problem for airlifting system. In airlifting system, pressure inside the pipe lifting system 

decreases with the continuous lifting of minerals. The volumetric concentration of mineral 

particles could be very small, which will lead to a fast moving velocity of solid particles, 

roughly 20 – 80 m/s (Ma et al., 2017d). (c) Compared to the centrifugal pumps which could 

be added along the pipe lifting system to improve its mining capacity, the strength standard of 

steel rope is an important limitation for continuous line bucket lifting system, which limits its 

maximum lifting depths and maximum solid production rate (Ma et al., 2017a).      

In future application of this evaluating system, a large number of DSM vertical transport plans 

would be calculated to determine an optimal sustainable working plan. It would be a huge 

workload when applying Fuzzy-ANP evaluating methods (Yüksel and Dagdeviren, 2007). In 

order to improve the multiple criteria evaluating efficiency, all evaluating candidates could 
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receive a pre-filtering process to decrease the number of evaluated DSM transport plans. For 

instance, if the DSM working period is set to be 20 years, the investors would like a large 

profitability. It means the investment recovery period should be smaller than the mining 

period. Analysing Figure 6.8, transport plans No. 1-3 could be excluded in the evaluating 

process because these DSM working conditions are unprofitable.     

 

Figure 6.8: Investment recovery period (IRP) of all evaluated DSM vertical transport plans. 

Notes: the IRP of these transport plans no smaller than 20 year are orange bars; the red bar is 

the selected most preferable and sustainable DSM vertical transport plan; the IRP of the 

transport plan No. (1-3) is no less than 20 years. Here, it is simplified as 20 years in blue bars.   

Additionally, as suggested by Ma et al. (2018a) in a paper examining the environmental 

impacts of DSM using a numerical calculation method combined with in-situ tests, an 

environmental impact standard should be established in order to allow the greatest degree of 

ecological recovery possibility. The environmental impact standard considers physical 

disturbances, species disturbances, turbidity of ocean water change, sedimentation rate, and 

sedimentation thickness. Outcomes are measured in terms of species mortality, the mass 

concentration of sediment plume, and its residence time (Van Dover, 2011; Jones et al., 

2017). These environmental impact standards facilitate the exclusion of many substandard 

transport plans, thereby further reducing the potential workload and allowing for more 

accurate and concise identification of the most preferable working condition.  

Furthermore, in the evaluation of sustainable DSM vertical transport plans, it is notable that 

economically advantageous evaluation parameters often have conflicting results with 

environmentally advantageous evaluation parameters. An economically advantageous DSM 

transport plan may have a relatively poor environmental impact performance and vice versa. 

Figure 6.9 illustrates this, presenting the normalised scores for gross income and 

sedimentation thickness (parameters belonging to economic and environmental impact 

considerations, respectively). The normalised values can be understood as the preferable 

levels of all DSM transport plans in terms of all these selected evaluating criteria. Figure 6.9 
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illustrates that the normalised values for gross income demonstrate a negative correlation with 

those for sedimentation thickness. That reflects why, in many industrial working conditions, a 

larger economic profit can be obtained at the expense of the environment (Panayotou, 2016; 

Ghisellini et al., 2016). Through a systematic use of multiple criteria decision making method, 

we have tried to find the optimal balance of all included evaluation criteria – encompassing 

technological, economic, environmental, and social perspectives.    

 

Figure 6.9: Normalized scores of gross income and sedimentation thickness. Notes: the black 

points represent the selected most preferable and sustainable DSM transport plan.   

6.5. Conclusions 

In this chapter, Fuzzy-ANP method is utilised for sustainability assessment in DSM vertical 

transport plans. The decision making criteria constituting the technological, economic, 

environmental, and social components of these plans possess both quantitative and qualitative 

attributes. The application of Fuzzy-ANP methodology is demonstrated in section 6.4, in 

which an example set of DSM vertical transport plans are evaluated. The MCDM results show 

that transport plans involving centrifugal pump lifting are more competitive compared to 

bucket lifting and airlifting systems. It can also be concluded that economically advantageous 

evaluation parameters often demonstrate a conflicting relationship with environmentally 

advantageous evaluating parameters. Although this chapter focuses on the utility of the 

proposed framework in vertical lifting technologies, this method of sustainability evaluation 

allows for sustainability assessment of DSM projects as a whole. 

Future improvements of the proposed framework could include (i) consideration of the 

interconnections of evaluation subcriteria, (ii) sustainability assessment of whole DSM 

projects, and (iii) global optimisations of DSM working conditions. 
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Chapter 7 

Conclusion and Recommendations 

 

This thesis aims to evaluate and determine the sustainable DSM transport plan. To reflect all 

the conducted research, in this chapter, conclusions are summarized in section 7.1. 

Recommendations are presented in section 7.2 guiding the future research.  

7.1 Conclusions 

The major research question is ‘How to evaluate the sustainability of DSM transport plans?’ 

which is analysed, discussed and answered in this thesis. Taking into consideration that DSM 

is still an emerging industry and there are many problems in its commercialization, we select 

its sustainability evaluation as our major research objective. Based on the proposed 

sustainability evaluation framework in this thesis, different kinds of DSM transport plans are 

evaluated. The DSM transport plan with the largest comprehensive performance index is 

selected as the most sustainable. The followings are concluded regarding the research 

questions. 

Based on a literature review in chapter 2, it shows that the DSM technological feasibility, 

economic profitability and environmental impacts influence the determination of project’s 

sustainability significantly. In addition, the current R&D status on DSM technological, 

economic, and environmental aspects are analysed and discussed. It is noticeable that almost 

all these researches stay at the level of theoretical explaining, conceptualisation making, and 

framework establishment. There is no prior research addressing the sustainability problem of 

DSM transport plan across these multiple influencing areas. 

Compared with the continuous line bucket lifting, hydraulic lifting have a wider application 

range of mining depth and maximum mineral production rate. When the target solid mineral 

production rate and mining depth is low, the technological performance of continuous line 

bucket lifting system might be similar as hydraulic lifting systems. 

The economic profitability of DSM transport plans are analysed in chapter 4. For airlifting, a 

larger pipe diameter can be used for a larger mining depth. However, a larger pipe diameter 

and gas flux rate cannot guarantee a better airlifting performance. This is because for each set 

of mining depth and pipe diameter, there will be an optimal set of gas flux rate and pipe 

diameter to obtain the maximum profitability per tonnage of mineral. Transporting small 
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particles has a better performance than large particles in terms of its profitability. This 

advantage could also be reflected in terms of total solid production rate and energy 

consumption per tonnage of mineral.  

Through a systematic literature review, a framework to quantify the DSM environmental 

impacts with numerical calculation method is proposed in this thesis. The framework consists 

of the physical seabed disturbance, sediment plume, species disturbance and tailings disposal. 

Based on the assumed case analysis, see section 5.4, the direct physical seabed disturbance for 

a normal DSM project is large and extensive, roughly 2500 km
2
, which potential ecological 

influencing scope could be dozens to hundreds of times this figure. Additionally, the species 

disturbance degree reflecting on the total individual number and biodiversity could be 

compared and evaluated by analyzing the integrated species index. Although the sediment 

plume could transport more than thousands of kilometers away from the plume source and 

suspend within the water for a long time, the most evident influencing area of the 

resedimentation is limited within the initial sediment plume area. The most intensive 

influencing period of sediment plume is within the first two to three days in terms of the 

sedimentation thickness increase. Furthermore, the species responses to sediment plume are 

quantified by analyzing the severity of ill effect, turbidity of ocean water, total organic carbon 

content and sedimentation thickness. The calculation results prove that with the time going on 

the species disturbance degree is decreasing, but the influencing scope increases. The closer to 

the sediment plume source, the greater the species disturbance would be.    

To evaluate and determine a sustainable DSM transport plan, multi-criteria decision making 

method is selected integrating the technological, economic, environmental and social aspects. 

By utilizing Fuzzy-ANP method, the DSM vertical transport plans are scored and evaluated. 

Compared to continuous line bucket lifting and airlifting systems, centrifugal pump lifting 

systems are calculated to be more preferable and sustainable with a relative larger evaluating 

score. Additionally, when analysing the influencing factors on the DSM sustainability, it 

shows that the economically advantageous evaluating parameters often have the conflicting 

results with the environmentally advantageous evaluating parameters. The conducted research 

in this thesis could be used by multiple stakeholders, e.g., DSM investors, engineers, and 

environmentalists, to give a comprehensive evaluation of all DSM influencing aspects on its 

sustainability. It is meaningful to promote the realization of industrialization of DSM 

activities.  
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7.2 Recommendations   

Recommendations for the future research are listed as follows. 

a) Combining the in-situ field tests to apply and validate the DSM sustainability 

evaluating systems 

The multi-criteria decision making framework evaluating the sustainability of DSM transport 

plan is proposed in this thesis. Although the framework is demonstrated through a case with a 

series of assumptions and simplifications, it might not reflect the actual working conditions 

completely. In the next stage, the research is necessary to apply and validate with an in-situ 

field test.  

b) Scale effect consideration in air pump lifting  

In chapter 4, the calculation theories of airlifting pumps for minerals slurry transportation are 

majorly based on the experimental scale tests. The scale effect with the industrial scale 

conditions might influence the accuracy of the calculation results, which should also be taken 

into consideration in the future. For instance, the minerals transportation flow patterns are 

mostly froth flow in experimental test, but annular flow in large scale calculating conditions. 

Therefore, the calculation theories of airlifting pumps for mineral slurry transportation should 

be validated by the large scale experiments or the in-situ tests.       

c) Interconnection relationships between the DSM environmental impacts 

As mentioned in chapter 5, most of existing researches analyse only a part of environmental 

impacts individually neglecting the interconnections between different environmental impact 

aspects. Although we proposed a way to quantify the species responses to sediment plume, 

there are un-researched interconnection blanks remaining. It is necessary to formulate a 

comprehensive-systematic model of species responses to the DSM activities in terms of the 

sound impact, light pollution, and heavy metals contaminations.  

d) Establishment of standard for the DSM environmental impacts 

In our research, it is mentioned that the sediment plume, tailings disposal, seabed physical 

disturbances, and species disturbances are very important environmental indicators for DSM 

activities. However, until now, there is no standard for the DSM environmental impacts based 

on the experimental or in-situ tests.  
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Appendix 

 

 

Appendix A: 

To solve the advection-diffusion model of Eq. 5.7, the current fluid velocity should be solved 

firstly. Jankowski et al. (1996) claimed that the deep ocean current could be assumed to be 

composed by free long waves and the geostrophic equilibrium current. The components of the 

free long waves are shown as follows (Jankowski et al., 1996).           
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in which 
0  is the initial value of displacement of vertical free surface [m],   is set to 

represent 
1 2k x k y t    ,   is the latitude which is set to be negative for the southern 

hemisphere [rad], 2f sin  , i.e., Coriolis parameter, which is positive in northern 

hemisphere and negative in southern hemisphere,   is the Earth’s angular speed, i.e., 

2 / 86164  rad/s, 
1 2hk ( k ,k ) , 2hk /   represents wave factor, the values of 

1k  and 
2k  are 

the components of k  on the axis x and y directions which could be calculated taking into 

consideration of the angle between the velocity with the latitude   [rad],   is the wave 

length, x  and y  are the coordinates of species nodes,   is the angular frequency of the free 

long wave [s
-1

], H  is the water depth [m].  

The free long waves depicted should be superimposed with the geostrophic equilibrium, 

which are calculated as follows (Jankowski et al., 1996). 
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in which g  is the gravitational acceleration [m
2
/s],   is the formula of a plane wave, which 

could be described as   0 1 2exp i k x k y t       , 
0  could be determined by 

 2 2

0 hf / k g     v .        
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Glossary 

 

List of symbols and notations 

Below follows a list of the most frequently used symbols and notations in this thesis. 

 

Greek  

  bucket filling ratio [-] 

b  density of the bucket [kg/m3] 

A  Density of the three phase mixtures [kg/m3] 

s  density of the mineral sediment [kg/m3] 

l  density of the liquid [kg/m3] 

m  density of the slurry mixture [kg/m3] 

0g _  initial gas density [ks/m3] 

g _ z  gas density at position z [kg/m3]  

c  CLB efficiency [-] 

h  hydraulic efficiency [-] 

r  PLS system efficiency [-] 

f  inlet and acceleration coefficient [-] 

H  valve coefficient [-] 

l  liquid friction coefficient [-] 

p  resuspended particle percentage [-] 

s  solid friction coefficient [-] 

'  kinematic viscosity [m2/s] 
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  shear stress [N/m2] 

x  dispersion coefficient [m2/s] 

  

Capital  

pA  transverse area of pipe [m2] 

dC  drag coefficient [-] 

lC  liquid volumetric concentration [-] 

sC  solid volumetric concentration [-] 

0sC  concentration of suspension particles [-] 

iD  rigid pipe diameter [m] 

c _ uE  useful energy consumption of CLB [J/h] 

c _ tE  total energy consumption of CLB [J/h] 

p _uE  useful energy consumption of PLS [J/h] 

p _ tE  total energy consumption of PLS [J/h] 

tonE  energy consumption lifting  per tonnage mineral [kWh/ton] 

bF  buoyancy force [N] 

dF  drag force [N]  

gF  gravitational force [N] 

rF  resultant force [N] 

wiF  winch force [N] 

H  mining depth [m] 

J  volumetric flux rate [m/s] 

g _ atmJ  gas flux rate under atmospheric pressure [m/s] 
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K  maintenance fee [$/year] 

M  cost [$] 

cM  initial capital cost [$] 

pM  operation and maintenance cost [$] 

svM  initial capital cost on the shipping vessels [$] 

resM  erosion rate [kg/m2xs] 

m _ pM  manufacturing cost of the pipeline system [$]  

N  total number of different kinds of species [-] 

pN  number of pumps [-]  

rP  required pressure [Pa] 

0P  initial gas pressure [Pa] 

zP  gas pressure at position z [Pa] 

IP  pressure at the inlet [Pa] 

atmP  atmosphere pressure [Pa] 

R  power and energy consumption price [$/kWh] 

Ri  Richardson number [-] 

S  species number [-] 

SD  integrated species index 

sQ  solid mineral production rate [ton/h] or [kg/s] 

iW  salary for the staff [$/year] 

  

Non Capital  

a  CLB ascending process [-] 
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wa  work ability factor [-] 

c  distribution coefficienct [-] 

d  CLB descending process [-] 

sd  particle diameter [m] 

l  side lendth of bucket [m] 

la  labour expenditure [$] 

m  mining system [-] 

pm  particle resuspended rate [kg/s] 

ma  maintenance expenditure [$] 

_CLBm  mass of CLB system [kg] 

n  CLB bucket number [-] 

sn  staff number [-] 

n'  index relating with the particle Reynolds number [-] 

fn  lifting bucket surface number [-] 

wrn  number of cables [-] 

p  mineral processing system [-] 

ip  proposition of different species [-] 

pe  power and energy consumption expenditure [$] 

cr  radius of the cable [m] 

s  mean working days per year [-] 

t  transport system [-] 

bt  thickness of bucket wall [m] 

cv  cable velocity [m/s] 

lv  liquid velocity [m/s] 
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sv  solid velocity [m/s] 

mv  mixture velocity [m/s] 

slv  slip velocity [m/s] 

stv  particle settling velocity [m/s] 

swv  wall affected settling velocity [m/s] 
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Summary 

 

Deep sea mining is an emerging activity which attracts significant attentions from different 

countries governments and international huge companies around the world. Although its 

research and development work has been done for roughly half century time, the industrial 

scale deep sea mining project still has not been implemented yet because of a lot of problems 

in it, such as the profitability issue and marine environmental impacts.  

The research conducted in this thesis aims at designing an assessment system to evaluate the 

sustainability of DSM transport plans. To evaluate the sustainability of deep sea mining 

transport plans, three types of vertical lifting mechanisms are considered: continuous line 

bucket lifting system, pipe lifting with centrifugal pumps, and pipe lifting with air pumps in 

terms of the energy consumption, profitability and the caused environmental impacts. 

The research starts with a systematic literature review on the current research status of deep 

sea mining activity sustainability development to find out the existing research gaps and the 

influencing aspects to achieve this goal. Based on the literature review, it is clear that the 

sustainability of a deep sea mining transport plan could be influenced by its technological 

performance, e.g., energy consumption and technology maturity, the economic profitability, 

the environmental impacts and the social impacts.  

In chapter 3, the continuous line bucket lifting system and the pipe lifting with centrifugal 

pumps are modelled and calculated. To analyse the technological performance of different 

kinds of DSM transport plans, the solid production rate, pipe diameter, energy consumption 

and mining depth are focused. In chapter 4, the economic performance of DSM transport 

plans is analysed in terms of the profitability lifting per tonnge mineral focusing on the air 

pump lifting systems. The environmental impacts generated by DSM activities are researched 

in chapter 5 utilizing numerical calculation method. In this chapter, we selected the physical 

disturbances, sediment plume, tailings disposal and species disturbances as our emphasizes. 

Additionally, the interconnection between the species disturbance and sediment plume is also 

analysed in terms of the severity of ill effect, turbidity of ocean water, total organic carbon, 

and sedimentation thickness. The research content in chapter 3, 4, and 5 are based on the 

sustainability influencing aspects derived in the literature review of chapter 2, which 

calculation results would be integrated in chapter 6. Numerical calculation is the major 

research method.      

The multi-criteria decision making method is used as the integration method of the 

technological, economic and environmental impacts of DSM transport plans in chapter 6. 

Firstly, the evaluating criteria for different kinds of DSM transport plans are selected which 

consists of both quantitative and qualitative criteria. Secondly, the weights of all evaluating 

criteria were determined with a questionnaire survery. Thirdly, Fuzzy-ANP method is used to 
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calculate the comprehensive performance of all DSM transport plans. And the DSM transport 

plan with the maximum comprehensive performance index is selected as the most sustainable 

transport plan.  

The major contribution of this thesis is the sustainability assessment framework designed for 

DSM transport plan evaluations, which application might be extended into the whole DSM 

project evaluation. Additionally, the modelling of economic profitability is also one 

innovation of this thesis, because most of prior research on this topic was majorly in the stage 

of conceptualisation making and some basic analyses. Furthermore, the species response to 

sediment plume in DSM project is firstly discussed and analysed, which is meaningful for the 

future establishment of environmental impact standard for DSM projects.  
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Samenvatting 

Diepzeemijnbouw is een techniek in opkomst, waarin verschillende overheden en grote 

internationale bedrijven zeer geïnteresseerd zijn. Hoewel er al ongeveer een halve eeuw 

onderzoek naar gedaan wordt, zijn er nog geen diepzeemijnbouwprojecten op industriële 

schaal verwezenlijkt omdat er nog te veel problemen zijn. Het is bijvoorbeeld nog onduidelijk 

in hoeverre diepzeemijnbouw rendabel is en wat de invloed op het onderwatermilieu is. 

Dit proefschrift heeft als doel een systeem te ontwerpen waarmee de duurzaamheid van 

transportsystemen voor diepzeemijnbouw beoordeeld kan worden. Hierbij worden drie 

hijsmechanismes beschouwd: een hijssysteem met emmerketting, een pijpsysteem met 

centrifugaalpompen en een pijpsysteem met luchtpompen. Ze worden vergeleken in termen 

van energieverbruik, winstgevendheid en milieueffecten. 

Het onderzoek begint met een systematische literatuurstudie naar de huidige ontwikkelingen 

op het gebied van duurzaamheid in de diepzeemijnbouw. Uit het literatuuronderzoek blijkt dat 

de duurzaamheid van een transportsysteem beïnvloed kan worden door technologische 

prestaties (zoals energieverbruik en technologische geavanceerdheid), economische 

winstgevendheid, milieueffecten en sociale effecten. 

In hoofdstuk 3 worden het emmersysteem en het pijpsysteem met centrifugaalpomp 

gemodelleerd en doorgerekend. De technologische kwaliteit van de verschillende 

transportsystemen wordt geanalyseerd aan de hand van productiesnelheid, pijpdiameter, 

energieverbruik en mijndiepte. In hoofdstuk 4 wordt een pijpsysteem met luchtpompen 

beschouwd, en worden de economische resultaten van het transportsysteem geanalyseerd in 

termen van winst per ton opgehaald mineraal. De milieueffecten van 

diepzeemijnbouwactiviteiten worden met numerieke methoden onderzocht in hoofdstuk 5. 

Hiervoor wordt gekeken naar ruimtelijke verstoringen, sedimentwolken, afvalverwerking en 

de verstoring van organismen. Bovendien wordt de relatie tussen sedimentwolken en de 

verstoring van organismen geanalyseerd door te kijken naar de invloed op levende 

organismen, de troebelheid van het zeewater, de hoeveelheid organische koolstof en de 

sedimentdikte. Het onderzoek van de hoofdstukken 3 tot en met 5 is gebaseerd op de 

duurzaamheidbeïnvloedende aspecten die in het literatuuronderzoek van hoofdstuk 2 naar 

voren zijn gekomen. Er is in deze hoofdstukken voornamelijk gebruik gemaakt van numerieke 

methoden. De resultaten van de berekeningen worden geïntegreerd in hoofdstuk 6.  

De technologische en economische resultaten en de invloed op het milieu van 

transportsystemen voor diepzeemijnbouw worden met een multicriteria-analyse geïntegreerd 

in hoofdstuk 6. Eerst worden de kwantitatieve en kwalitatieve criteria voor de verschillende 

transportsystemen geselecteerd. De gewichten van alle criteria worden vervolgens bepaald op 

basis van een vragenlijst. Ten slotte wordt een Fuzzy-ANP-methode gebruikt om de totale 
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prestaties van alle transportsystemen te berekenen. Het diepzeemijnbouwtransportsysteem 

met de maximale prestatie-index wordt geselecteerd als het duurzaamste. 

De hoofdbijdrage van dit proefschrift is een systeem waarmee de duurzaamheid van 

transportsystemen voor diepzeemijnbouw geëvalueerd kan worden. Dit systeem zou 

uitgebreid kunnen worden om de gehele diepzeemijnbouw te beoordelen. Daarnaast is het 

modelleren van economische winstgevendheid een nieuw aspect in dit proefschrift; eerder 

werden er voornamelijk ideeën gevormd en enkele eenvoudige analyses gedaan. Ten slotte is 

de reactie van organismen op sedimentwolken in diepzeemijnbouwprojecten voor het eerst 

besproken en geanalyseerd. Dit is belangrijk voor de keuze van een milieustandaard voor 

diepzeemijnbouwprojecten. 
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